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Abstract

Key words

We have already studied a data mining field and a natural language
processing field for many years. There are many significant
relationships between the data mining and the natural language
processing. Sentiment classification has had many crucial contributions
to many different fields in everyday life, such as in political Activities,
commodity production, and commercial Activities. A new model
using a Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with a fitness function (FF) which is a Rank Selection
(RS) has been proposed for the sentiment classification. This can be
applied to a big data. The GA can process many bit arrays. Thus, it
saves a lot of storage spaces. We do not need lots of storage spaces
to store a big data. Firstly, we create many sentiment lexicons of our
basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) by using the FMC through
a Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator. Next,
According to the sentiment lexicons of the bESD, we encode 7,000,000
sentences of our training data set including the 3,500,000 negative
and the 3,500,000 positive in English successfully into the bit arrays
in a small storage space. We also encrypt all sentences of 7,500,000
documents of our testing data set comprising the 3,750,000 positive
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and the 3,750,000 negative in English successfully into the bit arrays in
the small storage space. We use the GA with the RS to cluster one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of one document of the testing
data set into either the bit arrays of the negative sentences or the bit
arrays of the positive sentences of the training data set. The sentiment
classification of one document is based on the results of the sentiment
classification of the sentences of this document of the testing data
set. We tested the proposed model in both a sequential environment
and a distributed network system. We achieved 88.21% accuracy of
the testing data set. The execution time of the model in the parallel
network environment is faster than the execution time of the model in
the sequential system. The results of this work can be widely used in
applications and research of the English sentiment classification.

1 Introduction
Many machine-learning methods or methods
based on lexicons; or a combination of both
have been studied for sentiment classification
for many years. Sentiment analysis has a wide
range of applications in the fields of business,
organizations, governments and individuals.
About many clustering technologies of a
data mining field, a set of objects is processed
into classes of similar objects, call clustering
data. A set of data objects are similar to each
other, called one cluster and the data objects
are not similar to objects in other clusters.
A number of data clusters can be clustered,
which can be identified following experience
or can be automatically identified as part of
clustering method.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a technology of
the data mining which is a metaheuristic inspired
by the process of natural selection that belongs to
the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA).
The GA is commonly used to generate highquality solutions to optimization and search
problems by relying on bio-inspired operators
such as mutation, crossover and selection.
The genetic algorithm differs from a classical,
derivative-based, optimization algorithm in two
main ways, as summarized as follows: (1) Genetic
Algorithm: (a) Generates a population of points
at each iteration. The best point in the population
approaches an optimal solution. (b) Selects
the next population by computation which
uses random number generators. (2) Classical
Algorithm: (a) Generates a single point at each
iteration. The sequence of points approaches an
optimal solution. (b) Selects the next point in the
sequence by a deterministic computation.
With the purpose of this survey, we
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always try to find a new approach to reform
the Accuracy of the sentiment classification
results and to shorten the execution time of the
proposed model with a low cost. We also try
to find a new approach to save a lot of storage
spaces of many big data sets and the results of
the sentiment classification.
The motivation of this new model is as
follows: Many algorithms in the data mining
field can be applied to natural language
processing, specifically semantic classification
for processing millions of English documents.
A Fager & MacGowan similarity measure
(FMC) and a genetic algorithm (GA) of the
clustering technologies of the data mining filed
can be applied to the sentiment classification in
both a sequential environment and a parallel
network system. This will result in many
discoveries in scientific research, hence the
motivation for this study.
The novelty of the proposed approach is
as follows: the Fager & MacGowan similarity
measure (FMC) and the GA are applied to
sentiment analysis. This can also be applied to
identify the emotions of millions of documents.
This survey can be applied to other parallel
network systems. Hadoop Map (M) and Hadoop
Reduce (R) are used in the proposed model.
Therefore, we will study this model in more detail.
To get higher Accuracy of the results of the
sentiment classification, to shorten execution
times of the sentiment classification and to save
lots of storage spaces, we use the GA with a
fitness function (FF) which is a Rank Selection
(RS) because as known, the GA processes many
bit arrays and the bit arrays always take many
small spaces to be run and saved. Unsurprisingly,
a storage space of the bit arrays of the training
data set is much less than a storage space of
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all the sentences of the training data set. The
FMC is used to identify many sentiment values
and polarities of many sentiment lexicons of
our basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
through a Google search engine with AND
operator and OR operator.
We perform the proposed model as follows:
Firstly, the valences and the polarities of the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD are identified
by using the HA through the Google search
engine with AND operator and OR operator.
We label all the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
by using many binary bits. Therefore, each
term (meaningful word or meaningful phrase)
in the sentiment lexicons are shown by one bit
array. This bit array provides the information of
this term about a content of this term (example
as “good”, “bad”, “very”, etc.), a valence of
the term. Next, we encrypt all the sentences of
the training data set to the bit arrays which are
stored in a small storage space. All the positive
sentences of the training data set are encoded
to the positive bit arrays, called the positive bit
array group. All the negative sentences of the
training data set are encrypted to the negative
bit arrays, called the negative bit array group.
All the sentences of one document of the
testing data set are encoded to the bit arrays
of this document. We use the GA with RS to
cluster one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of one document of the testing data
set into either the positive bit array or the
negative bit array of the training data set. This
document is clustered into the positive polarity
if the number of the bit arrays (corresponding
to the sentences) clustered into the positive
is greater than the number of the bit arrays
(corresponding to the sentences) clustered into
the negative in the document. This document
is clustered into the negative polarity if the
number of the bit arrays (corresponding to the
sentences) clustered into the positive is less than
the number of the bit arrays (corresponding
to the sentences) clustered into the negative
in the document. This document is clustered
into the neutral polarity if the number of the
bit arrays (corresponding to the sentences)
clustered into the positive is as equal as the
number of the bit arrays (corresponding to the
sentences) clustered into the negative in the
document. Finally, the sentiment classification
of all the documents of the testing data set is
implemented completely.
All the above things are firstly implemented
in a sequential environment to get an Accuracy
mathematical and computer modelling

and an execution time of the proposed model.
Then, all the above things are performed in a
parallel network system to get the Accuracy
and the execution times of our proposed
model with a purpose which is to shorten the
execution times of the model.
Many significant contributions of our new
model can be applied to many areas of research
as well as commercial applications as follows:
1. Many
surveys
and
commercial
applications can use the results of this
work in a significant way.
2. The algorithms are built in the proposed
model.
3. This survey can certainly be applied to
other languages easily.
4. The results of this study can significantly
be applied to the types of other words in
English.
5. Many crucial contributions are listed in
the Future Work section.
6. The algorithm of data mining is
applicable to semantic analysis of
natural language processing.
7. This study also proves that different
fields of scientific research can be related
in many ways.
8. Millions of English documents are
successfully processed for emotional
analysis.
9. The
semantic
classification
is
implemented in the parallel network
environment.
10. The principles are proposed in the
research.
11. The Cloudera distributed environment
is used in this study.
12. The proposed work can be applied to
other distributed systems.
13. This survey uses Hadoop Map (M) and
Hadoop Reduce (R).
14. Our proposed model can be applied
to many different parallel network
environments such as a Cloudera system
15. This study can be applied to many different
distributed functions such as Hadoop
Map (M) and Hadoop Reduce (R).
16. The GA – related algorithms are built in
this survey.
17. The FMC – related algorithms are
proposed in this paper.
This study contains 6 sections. Section 1
introduces the study; Section 2 discusses the
related works about the genetic algorithm
(GA), Rank Selection (RS), Fager & MacGowan
59
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similarity measure (FMC), etc.; Section 3 is
about the English data set; Section 4 represents
the methodology of our proposed model;
Section 5 represents the experiment. Section
6 provides the conclusion. The References
section comprises all the reference documents;
all tables are shown in the Appendices section.
2 Related work
We summarize many researches which are
related to our research. By far, we know
that PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information)
equation and SO (Sentiment Orientation)
equation are used for determining polarity
of one word (or one phrase), and strength of
sentiment orientation of this word (or this
phrase). Jaccard measure (JM) is also used
for calculating polarity of one word and the
equations from this Jaccard measure are also
used for calculating strength of sentiment
orientation this word in other research. PMI,
Jaccard, Cosin, Ochiai, Tanimoto, and Sorensen
measure are the similarity measure between
two words; from those, we prove that the
FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) is
also used for identifying valence and polarity
of one English word (or one English phrase).
Finally, we identify the sentimental values
of English verb phrases based on the basis
English semantic lexicons of the basis English
emotional dictionary (bESD).
There are the works related to PMI measure
in [1-13]. In the research [1], the authors generate
several Norwegian sentiment lexicons by
extracting sentiment information from two
different types of Norwegian text corpus,
namely, news corpus and discussion forums. The
methodology is based on the Point wise Mutual
Information (PMI). The authors introduce a
modification of the PMI that considers small
“blocks” of the text instead of the text as a
whole. The study in [2] introduces a simple
algorithm for unsupervised learning of semantic
orientation from extremely large corpora, etc.
Two studies related to the PMI measure
and Jaccard measure are in [14, 15]. In the
survey [14], the authors empirically evaluate
the performance of different corpora in
sentiment similarity measurement, which
is the fundamental task for word polarity
classification. The research in [15] proposes
a new method to estimate impression of
short sentences considering adjectives. In
the proposed system, first, an input sentence
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is analysed and pre-processed to obtain
keywords. Next, adjectives are taken out from
the data which is queried from Google N-gram
corpus using keywords-based templates.
The works related to the Jaccard measure
are in [16-22]. The survey in [16] investigates
the problem of sentiment analysis of the
online review. In the study [17], the authors
are addressing the issue of spreading public
concern about epidemics. Public concern
about a communicable disease can be seen as
a problem of its own, etc.
The surveys related the similarity
coefficients to calculate the valences of words
are in [28-32].
The English dictionaries are [33-38] and
there are more than 55,000 English words
(including English nouns, English adjectives,
English verbs, etc.) from them.
There are the works related to the FAGER
& MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) in [3944]. The authors in [39] collected 76 binary
similarity and distance measures used over
the last century and reveal their correlations
through the hierarchical clustering technique.
In [40], this first collection of selected surveys
from researchers in automatic analysis,
storage, and use of terminology, and specialists
in
applied
linguistics,
computational
linguistics,
information
retrieval,
and
artificial intelligence offers new insights on
computational terminology. The recent needs
for intelligent information access, automatic
query translation, cross-lingual information
retrieval, knowledge management, and
document handling have led practitioners
and engineers to focus on automated term
handling. This study offers new perspectives
on their expectations, etc.
The surveys related to the genetic algorithm
(GA) in [45-49]. The survey in [45] sets out to
explain what genetic algorithms are and how
they can be used to solve real-world problems.
In the study [46], Differential Evolution (DE)
can be efficiently used to detect the changes
in the ECG using optimized features from the
ECG beats. For the detection of normal and
BBB beats, these DE feature values are given as
the input for the LMNN classifier, etc.
There are the researches related to the
Rank Selection (RS) in [50-54]. In [50], a class
of nonlinear filters called rank conditioned
rank selection (RCRS) filters is developed and
analysed in this paper. The RCRS filters are
developed within the general framework of
mathematical and computer modelling
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rank selection (RS) filters, which are filters
constrained to output an order statistic from
the observation set. Many previously proposed
rank order based filters can be formulated as RS
filters. The authors in [51] propose dimension
reduction methods for sparse, high-dimensional
multivariate response regression models.
Both the number of responses and that of the
predictors may exceed the sample size, etc.
The latest researches of the sentiment
classification are [55-65]. In the research [55],
the authors present their machine learning
experiments with regard to sentiment analysis
in blog, review and forum texts found on
the World Wide Web and written in English,
Dutch and French. The survey in [56] discusses
an approach where an exposed stream of
tweets from the Twitter micro blogging site
are pre-processed and classified based on their
sentiments. In sentiment classification system
the concept of opinion subjectivity has been
accounted. In the study, the authors present

opinion detection and organization subsystem,
which have already been integrated into our
larger question-answering system, etc.
The surveys related to the binary code of
letters in English are shown in [66-71]. The
researches in [66-71] show all the binary codes
of all the letters in English completely.
There are the researches related to
transferring a decimal to a binary code in
[72-77]. The surveys in [72-77] show how to
transfer one decimal to one binary code.
3 Data set
We built the testing data set including 7,500,000
documents in the movie field, which contains
3,750,000 positive and 3,750,000 negative in
English in Figure 1. All the documents in our
testing data set are automatically extracted
from English Facebook, English websites and
social networks; then we labelled positive and
negative for them.

Millions of English websites, English Facebook and social networks
We extracted the 7,500,000 English documents automatically in the movie field
We labeled the 7,500,000 English documents into either the positive label or the
negative label
3,750,000 positive English documents

3,750,000 negative English documents

3,750,000 positive English documents

3,750,000 negative English documents

Our English testing data set
FIGURE 1 Our English testing data set

In Figure 2 below, we built the training
data set comprising 7,000,000 sentences in the
movie field, which containing the 3,500,000
positive and the 3,500,000 negative in English.

All the sentences in our training data set are
automatically extracted from English Facebook,
English websites and social networks; then we
labelled positive and negative for them.

Millions of English websites, English Facebook and social networks
We extracted the 7,000,000 English sentences automatically in the movie field
We labeled the 7,000,000 English sentences into either the positive label or the
negative label
3,500,000 positive English sentences

3,500,000 negative English sentences

3,500,000 positive English sentences

3,500,000 negative English sentences

Our English training data set

FIGURE 2 Our English training data set
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4 Methodology
There are two parts in this section as follows:
The first part is the sub-section (4.1) which we
create the sentiment lexicons in English in both
a sequential environment and a distributed
system. The second part is the sub-section
(4.2) which we use the Fager & MacGowan
Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) to cluster the documents of the
testing data set into either the positive vector
group or the negative vector group in both
a sequential environment and a distributed
system.
The sub-section comprises three parts.
The first sub-section of this section is the subsection (4.1.1) which we identify a sentiment
value of one word (or one phrase) in English.
The second part of this section is the subsection (4.1.2) which we create a basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential
system. The third sub-section of this section
is the sub-section (4.1.3) which we create a
basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a
parallel environment.
The section compises two parts in the subsection (4.2). The first part of this section is the
sub-section (4.2.1) which we use the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with the Rank Selection
(RS) - the fitness function (FF) to classify the
documents of the testing data set into either

the positive vector group or the negative
vector group in a sequential environment. The
second part of this section is the sub-section
(4.2.2) which we use the Fager & MacGowan
Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) to cluster the documents of the
testing data set into either the positive vector
group or the negative vector group in a
distributed system.
4.1 THE SENTIMENT LEXICONS IN
ENGLISH
There are three parts in this section. The subsection (4.1.1) is the first sub-section of this
section which we identify a sentiment value of
one word (or one phrase) in English. The subsection (4.1.2) is the second part of this section
which we create a basis English sentiment
dictionary (bESD) in a sequential system. The
sub-section (4.1.3) is the third sub-section of
this section which we create a basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a parallel
environment.
4.1.1 A valence of one word (or one phrase) in
English
In this part, the valence and the polarity of one
English word (or phrase) are calculated by
using the FMC through a Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator, as the
following diagram in Figure 3 below shows.

One English terms (one word or phrase)
One English term (English word/English phrase)
Google Search API
Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)

Calculate SO_FMC(one English term)

Millions of
English
websites,
English
Facebook,
and social
networks

Valence of one English term
Polarity of one English term
The valence and the polarity of the term
FIGURE 3 Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a FAGER & MACGOWAN
coefficient (FMC)
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The authors of the surveys in [1-15] use an
equation about Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI) between two words wi and wj as follows:
 P ( wi , wj ) 
PMI ( wi , wj ) = log 2 

 P ( wi ) xP ( wj ) 



also use Arabic, the authors of the work [7] also
use Chinese, and the authors of the research [8]
also use Spanish. In addition, the Bing search
engine is also used in [6].
The authors of the surveys [9-12] use the
PMI equations in Chinese, not English, and
Tibetan is also added in [9].
About the search engine, the authors of the
researches in [11, 12] use the AltaVista search
engine, and the authors in [12] use three search
engines, such as the Google search engine,
the Yahoo search engine and the Baidu search
engine. The survey [13] use the PMI equations
in Japanese with the Google search engine. The
researches in [14, 15] also use the PMI equations
and Jaccard equations with the Google search
engine in English.
The authors of the works in [14-22] use the
equations about Jaccard between two words
wi and wj as follows:

(1)

and an equation about SO (sentiment
orientation) of word wi as follow:
=
SO ( wi ) PMI ( wi , positive ) − PMI ( wi , negative )

(2)

The authors of the works in [1-8] use the
positive and the negative of eq. (2) in English
as follows: positive = {good, nice, excellent,
positive, fortunate, correct, superior} and
negative = {bad, nasty, poor, negative,
unfortunate, wrong, inferior}.
The authors of the studies in [2, 3, 5] use
the PMI equations with the AltaVista search
engine and the authors of the researches in [4,
6, 8] use the PMI equations with the Google
search engine.
Besides, the authors of the study [4] also
use German, the authors of the work [5] also
use Macedonian, the authors of the survey [6]
Jaccard=
( wi , wj ) J=
( wi , wj ) sim=
( wi , wj )
and

an

=
SO ( wi )

equation

about

SO

Jaccard=
( wi , wj ) J=
( wi , wj )

wi ∪ wj

F ( wi , wj )

F ( wi ) + F ( wj ) − F ( wi , wj )

∑ Sim ( wi , positive ) − ∑ Sim ( wi , positive )

The authors of the surveys in [14-21] use
the positive and the negative of eq. (5) in
English as follows: positive = {good, nice,
excellent, positive, fortunate, correct, superior}
and negative = {bad, nasty, poor, negative,
unfortunate, wrong, inferior}.
The studies in [14, 15, 17] use the Jaccard
equations with the Google search engine in
English. The surveys in [16, 21] use the Jaccard
equations in English. The authors in [20, 22] use
the Jaccard equations in Chinese. The authors
in [18] use the Jaccard equations in Arabic.
The Jaccard equations with the Chinese search
engine in Chinese are used in [19].
The authors in [28] used the Ochiai Measure
through the Google search engine with AND
operator and OR operator to calculate the
sentiment values of the words in Vietnamese.
The authors in [29] used the Cosine Measure
through the Google search engine with AND

(3)

and other type of the Jaccard equation between
two words wi and wj has the equation

(sentiment

mathematical and computer modelling

wi ∩ wj

(4)

orientation) of word wi as follows:
(5)
operator and OR operator to identify the
sentiment scores of the words in English. The
authors in [30] used the Sorensen Coefficient
through the Google search engine with AND
operator and OR operator to calculate the
sentiment values of the words in English.
The authors in [31] used the Jaccard Measure
through the Google search engine with AND
operator and OR operator to calculate the
sentiment values of the words in Vietnamese.
The authors in [32] used the Tanimoto
Coefficient through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator to identify
the sentiment scores of the words in English.
According to the above proofs, we have
the information as follows: PMI is used with
AltaVista in English, Chinese, and Japanese
with the Google in English; Jaccard is used
with the Google in English, Chinese, and
Vietnamese. The Ochiai is used with the
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Google in Vietnamese. The Cosin and Sorensen
are used with the Google in English.
PMI, Jaccard, Cosin, Ochiai, Sorensen,
Tanimoto and FAGER & MACGOWAN
coefficient (FMC) are the similarity measures
between two words in [1-32], and they can
perform the same functions and with the
same characteristics; so the FMC is used

in calculating the valence of the words. In
addition, we prove that the FMC can be used
in identifying the valence of the English word
through the Google search with the AND
operator and OR operator.
We have an equation about the FAGER &
MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) in [39-44]
as follows:

FAGER & MACGOWAN Coefficient ( a , b ) =

=
=
FAGER & MACGOWAN Measure
( a, b ) FMC
( a, b )

(6)

max ( a ∩ b ) + ( ¬a ∩ b ) , ( a ∩ b ) + ( a ∩ ¬b ) 
( a ∩ b)
−
2
( a ∩ b ) + ( ¬a ∩ b )  * ( a ∩ b ) + ( a ∩ ¬b ) 

with a and b are the vectors.
Based on the eq. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), we
propose many new equations of the FMC to
calculate the valence and the polarity of the
English words (or the English phrases) through
the Google search engine as the following

equations below.
In eq. (6), when a has only one element, a
is a word. When b has only one element, b is
a word. In eq. (6), a is replaced by w1 and b is
replaced by w2.
Eq. (7) is similar to eq. (1). In eq. (2), eq. (1)

FAGER & MACGOWAN Measure ( w1, w 2 ) =

FAGER & MACGOWAN Coefficient
=
=
( w1, w2 ) FMC
( w1, w2 )
P ( w1, w 2 )

 P ( w1, w 2 ) + P ( ¬w1, w 2 )  *  P ( w1, w 2 ) + P ( w1, ¬w 2 ) 
max  P ( w1, w 2 ) + P ( ¬w1, w 2 ) , P ( w1, w 2 ) + P ( w1, ¬w 2 ) 

−

(7)

2

is replaced by eq. (7). We have eq. (8)

In eq. (7), w1 is replaced by w and w2 is

=
Valence ( w ) SO
=
_ FMC ( w ) FMC ( w , positive _ query ) − FMC ( w , negative _ query )
replaced by position_query. We have eq. (9).
FMC ( w , positive _ query ) =

(8)

Eq. (9) is as follows:

P ( w , positive _ query )

 P ( w , positive _ query ) + P ( ¬w , positive _ query )  *  P ( w , positive _ query ) + P ( w , ¬positive _ query ) 
max  P ( w , positive _ query ) + P ( ¬w , positive _ query ) , P ( w , positive _ query ) + P ( w , ¬positive _ query ) 

−

(9)

2

In eq. (7), w1 is replaced by w and w2 is
replaced by negative_query. We have eq. (10).
FMC ( w , negative _ query ) =

Eq. (10) is as follows:
We have the information about w, w1, w2,

P ( w , negative _ query )

 P ( w , negative _ query ) + P ( ¬w , negative _ query )  *  P ( w , negative _ query ) + P ( w , ¬negative _ query ) 
max  P ( w , negative _ query ) + P ( ¬w , negative _ query ) , P ( w , negative _ query ) + P ( w , ¬negative _ query ) 

−

(10)

2
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and etc. as follows:
1. w, w1, w2 : are the English words (or the
English phrases)
2. P(w1, w2): number of returned results in
Google search by keyword (w1 and w2).
We use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
online Google by keyword (w1 and w2).
3. P(w1): number of returned results in
Google search by keyword w1. We use
the Google Search API to get the number
of returned results in search online
Google by keyword w1.
4. P(w2): number of returned results in
Google search by keyword w2. We use
the Google Search API to get the number
of returned results in search online
Google by keyword w2.
5. Valence(W) = SO_FMC(w): valence of
English word (or English phrase) w; is SO
of word (or phrase) by using the FAGER
& MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC)
6. positive_query: {FMCtive or good or
positive or beautiful or strong or nice
or excellent or fortunate or correct or
superior} with the positive query is the
a group of the positive English words.
7. negative_query: {passive or bad or
negative or ugly or week or nasty
or poor or unfortunate or wrong or
inferior} with the negative_query is the
a group of the negative English words.
8. P(w, positive_query): number of returned
results in Google search by keyword
(positive_query and w). We use the
Google Search API to get the number of
returned results in search online Google
by keyword (positive_query and w)
9. P(w, negative_query): number of
returned results in Google search by
keyword (negative_query and w). We
use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
online Google by keyword (negative_
query and w)
10. P(w): number of returned results in
Google search by keyword w. We use the
Google Search API to get the number of
returned results in search online Google
by keyword w
11. P(¬w,positive_query):
number
of
returned results in Google search by
keyword ((not w) and positive_query).
We use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
mathematical and computer modelling

online Google by keyword ((not w) and
positive_query).
12. P(w, ¬positive_query): number of
returned results in the Google search by
keyword (w and ( not (positive_query))).
We use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
online Google by keyword (w and [not
(positive_query)]).
13. P(¬w, ¬positive_query): number of
returned results in the Google search by
keyword (w and ( not (positive_query))).
We use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
online Google by keyword ((not w) and
[not (positive_query)]).
14. P(¬w,negative_query):
number
of
returned results in Google search by
keyword ((not w) and negative_query).
We use the Google Search API to get the
number of returned results in search
online Google by keyword ((not w) and
negative_query).
15. P(w,¬negative_query):
number
of
returned results in the Google search
by keyword (w and (not ( negative_
query))). We use the Google Search API
to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword (w
and (not (negative_query))).
16. P(¬w,¬negative_query): number of
returned results in the Google search
by keyword (w and (not ( negative_
query))). We use the Google Search API
to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword ((not
w) and (not (negative_query))).
According to Cosine, Ochiai, Sorensen,
Tanimoto, PMI and Jaccard about calculating
the valence (score) of the word, we identify the
valence (score) of the English word w based on
both the proximity of positive_query with w
and the remote of positive_query with w; and
the proximity of negative_query with w and
the remote of negative_query with w.
If FMC (w, positive_query) is as equal as 1,
the English word w is the nearest of positive_
query.
If FMC (w, positive_query) is as equal as 0,
the English word w is the farthest of positive_
query.
If FMC (w, positive_query) > 0 and FMC
(w, positive_query) ≤ 1, the English word w
belongs to positive_query being the positive
group of the English words.
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If FMC (w, negative_query) is as equal as 1,
the English word w is the nearest of negative_
query.
If FMC (w, negative_query) is as equal as 0,
the English word w is the farthest of negative_
query.
If FMC (w, negative_query) > 0 and FMC
(w, negative_query) ≤ 1, the English word w
belongs to negative_query being the negative
group of the English words.
So, the valence of the English word w is the
value of FMC (w, positive_query) substracting
the value of FMC (w, negative_query) and the
eq. (8) is the equation of identifying the valence
of the English word w.
We have the information about FMC as
follows:
1. FMC (w, positive_query) ≥ 0 and FMC
(w, positive_query) ≤ 1.
2. FMC (w, negative_query) ≥ 0 and FMC
(w, negative_query) ≤ 1
3. If FMC (w, positive_query) = 0 and FMC
(w, negative_query) = 0 then SO_FMC
(w) = 0.
4. If FMC (w, positive_query) = 1 and FMC
(w, negative_query) = 0 then SO_FMC
(w) = 0.
5. If FMC (w, positive_query) = 0 and FMC
(w, negative_query) = 1 then SO_FMC
(w) = -1.
6. If FMC (w, positive_query) = 1 and FMC
(w, negative_query) = 1 then SO_FMC
(w) = 0.
So, SO_FMC (w) ≥ -1 and SO_FMC (w) ≤ 1.
If SO_FMC (w) > 0, the polarity of the
English word w is positive polarity. If SO_
FMC (w) < 0, the polarity of the English word
w is negative polarity. If SO_FMC (w) = 0,
the polarity of the English word w is neutral
polarity. In addition, the semantic value of the
English word w is SO_FMC (w).
We calculate the valence and the polarity of
the English word or phrase w using a training
corpus of approximately one hundred billion
English words — the subset of the English Web
that is indexed by the Google search engine on
the internet. AltaVista was chosen because it
has a NEAR operator.
The AltaVista NEAR operator limits the
search to documents that contain the words
within ten words of one another, in either order.
We use the Google search engine which
does not have a NEAR operator; but the Google
search engine can use the AND operator and
the OR operator.
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The result of calculating the valence w
(English word) is similar to the result of
calculating valence w by using AltaVista.
However, AltaVista is no longer.
In summary, by using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq.
(10), we identify the valence and the polarity of
one word (or one phrase) in English by using
the FMC through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator.
We show the comparisons of advantages
of the results of our new model with the
researches in the tables as follows: Table 1,
Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
In Table 1 and Table 2 below of the
Appendices section, we compare our model’s
results with the surveys in [1- 22].
In Table 3 and Table 4 below, we compare our
model’s results with the researches related to
the FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient(FMC)
in [39,40].
4.1.2 A basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
in a sequential environment
In this part, the valences and the polarities of the
English words or phrases for our basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) are calculated by
using the FMC in a sequential system from at
least 55,000 English terms, including nouns,
verbs, adjectives, etc. according to [33-38], as
the following diagram in Figure 4 below shows.
The algorithm 1 is proposed to perform
this section. The algorithm 1 has the main
ideas as follows:
Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google
search engine
Output: a basis English sentiment dictionary
(bESD)
Step 1: Each term in the 55,000 terms, do
repeat:
Step 2: By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the
calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase)
in English in the section (4.1.1), the sentiment
score and the polarity of this term are identified.
The valence and the polarity are calculated by
using the SC through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator.
Step 3: Add this term into the basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD);
Step 4: End Repeat – End Step 1;
Step 5: Return bESD;
We store more 55,000 English words (or
English phrases) of our basis English sentiment
dictionary (bESD) in Microsoft SQL Server
2008 R2.
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English Dictionary of Lingoes [33], Oxford English Dictionary [34],
Cambridge English Dictionary [35], Longman English Dictionary [36],
Collins English Dictionary [37], MacMillan English Dictionary [38]
55,000 English terms
Each English term (word/phrases) in the 55,000
terms, do repeat:
By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the calculating a valence of one
word (or one phrase) in English in the section (4.1.1 ), the sentiment
score and the polarity of this term are identified
Add this term into the basic English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
End Repeat
Basic English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
FIGURE 4 Overview of creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment

4.1.3 A basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
in a distributed system
In this part, the valences and the polarities of the
English words or phrases for our basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) are identified

by using the FMC in a parallel network
environment from at least 55,000 English
terms, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.
based on [33-38], as the following diagram in
Figure 5 below shows.

English Dictionary of Lingoes [33], Oxford English Dictionary [34],
Cambridge English Dictionary [35], Longman English Dictionary [36],
Collins English Dictionary [37], MacMillan English Dictionary [38]
55,000 English terms
Input the 55,000 English terms into the Hadoop Map (M) of the
Cloudera system
Each English term (word/phrases) in the 55,000
terms, do repeat:
By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the calculating a valence of one
word (or one phrase) in English in the section (4.1.1 ), the sentiment
score and the polarity of this term are identified
Output of the Hadoop Map is this term which the valence and the
polarity are identified
Input of the Hadoop Reduce (R)
The valence and the polarity of one term
Add this term into the bESD
Output of the Hadoop Reduce (R)
Basic English sentiment dictionary (bESD)

FIGURE 5 Overview of creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a distributed environment
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This section in Figure 5 comprises two
phases as follows: the Hadoop Map (M) phase
and the Hadoop Reduce (R) phase. The input
of the Hadoop Map phase is the 55,000 terms
in English in [33-38]. The output of the Hadoop
Map phase is one term which the sentiment
score and the polarity are identified. The output
of the Hadoop Map phase is the input of the
Hadoop Reduce phase. Thus, the input of the
Hadoop Reduce phase is one term which the
sentiment score and the polarity are identified.
The output of the Hadoop Reduce phase is the
basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD).
The algorithm 2 is built to implement the
Hadoop Map phase of creating a basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a distributed
environment. The algorithm 2 has its main
ideas as follows:
Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google
search engine
Output: one term which the sentiment score
and the polarity are identified.
Step 1: Each term in the 55,000 terms, do repeat:
Step 2: By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the
calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase)
in English in the section (4.1.1), the sentiment
score and the polarity of this term are identified.
The valence and the polarity are calculated by
using the KC through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator.
Step 3: Return this term;
The algorithm 3 is proposed to perform
the Hadoop Reduce phase of creating a basis
English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a
distributed environment. The algorithm 3
comprises the main ideas as follows:
Input: one term which the sentiment score
and the polarity are identified – The output of
the Hadoop Map phase.
Output: a basis English sentiment dictionary
(bESD)
Step 1: Receive this term;
Step 2: Add this term into the basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD);
Step 3: Return bESD;
At least 55,000 English words (or English
phrases) of our basis English sentiment
dictionary (bESD) are stored in Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2.
4.2 Implementing the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) in both a sequential environment and a distributed network system
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In Figure 6, this section (4.2) compises two parts.
The first part of this section is the sub-section
(4.2.1) which we use the Fager & MacGowan
Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) to classify the documents of
the testing data set into either the positive
vector group or the negative vector group in
a sequential environment. The second part of
this section is the sub-section (4.2.2) which we
use the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)
and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the
Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF)
to cluster the documents of the testing data
set into either the positive vector group or the
negative vector group in a distributed system.
4.1 PERFORMING THE FAGER & MACGOWAN COEFFICIENT (FMC) AND
THE GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA)
WITH THE RANK SELECTION (RS) THE FITNESS FUNCTION (FF) IN A
SEQUENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
In Figure 7, the genetic algorithm (GA) is
used with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) to cluster the documents of the
testing data set into either the positive polarity
or the negative polarity in the sequential
environment. In this section, we perform the
proposed model in the sequential system
as follows: Firstly, we build the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD based on a basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential
environment (4.1.2). We encrypt the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD to the bit arrays and each
bit array in the bit arrays presents each term
in the sentiment lexicons with the information
as follows: a content of this term, a sentiment
score of this term. This is called the bit arrays
of the bESD which are stored in a small storage
space. Then, we encode all the sentences of
the training data set to the bit arrays based
on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of
the bESD. A positive bit array group of the
training data set which we encrypt all the
positive sentences of the training data set
to the positive bit arrays according to the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD. A
negative bit array group of the training data set
which we encode all the negative sentences of
the training data set to the negative bit arrays
according to the bit arrays of the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD. Each document in the
documents of the testing data set is separated
to the sentences. Each sentence in the sentences
of one document of the testing data set is
mathematical and computer modelling
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Testing data set
The documents
One document
The sentences
Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the sequential
system and the
distributed
environment
The bit arrays
One bit array

Training data set
The positive sentences

The negative sentences

Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the sequential
system and the
distributed
environment
The positive bit arrays

The
sentiment
lexicons of
the bESD

The negative bit arrays

Use the GA with the RS to cluster
one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) into either the negative
bit arrays of the negative sentences
or the positive bit arrays of the
negative sentences

The result of clustering this bit array into either the positive bit arrays
or the negative bit arrays
The result of the sentiment classification of one sentence
The result of the sentiment classification of the sentences
The result of the sentiment classification of one document
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents of the
testing data set

FIGURE 6 Overview of implementing the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with
the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) in both a sequential environment and a distributed network system
Testing data set
The documents
One document
The sentences
Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the sequential
system

The bit arrays
One bit array

Training data set
The positive sentences

The negative sentences

Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the sequential
system

The positive bit arrays

The
sentiment
lexicons of
the bESD

The negative bit arrays

Use the GA with the RS to cluster
one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) into either the negative
bit arrays of the negative sentences
or the positive bit arrays of the
negative sentences

The result of clustering this bit array into either the positive bit arrays
or the negative bit arrays
The result of the sentiment classification of one sentence
The result of the sentiment classification of the sentences
The result of the sentiment classification of one document
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents of the
testing data set

FIGURE 7 Overview of performing the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the
Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) in a sequential environment
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encrypted to one bit array (corresponding to
one sentence) of the document. Next, one bit
array of the document is clustered into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set by using
the GA with the RS. Then, all the bit arrays
(corresponding to all the sentences) of the
document of the testing data set are clustered
into either the positive array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set
using the GA with the RS. Based on the results
of the sentiment classification of the bit arrays
of the document, the sentiment classification
of this document is identified completely. If
the number of the bit arrays clustered into the
positive polarity is greater than the number
of the bit arrays clustered into the negative
polarity in the document, this document is
clustered into the positive. If the number of the
bit arrays clustered into the positive polarity is
less than the number of the bit arrays clustered
into the negative polarity in the document,
this document is clustered into the negative.
If the number of the bit arrays clustered into
the positive polarity is as equal as the number
of the bit arrays clustered into the negative
polarity in the document, this document is
clustered into the neutral. It means that this
document does not belong to both the positive
polarity and the negative polarity. Finally, the
sentiment classification of the documents of
the testing data set is identified successfully.
Firstly, we build the sentiment lexicons
of the bESD based on a basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential
environment (4.1.2).
We encrypt the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD to the bit arrays and each bit array in the

bit arrays presents each term in the sentiment
lexicons with the information as follows: a
content of this term, a sentiment score of this
term. This is called the bit arrays of the bESD
which are stored in a small storage space.
We assume that the sentiment lexicons of
the bESD is stored in the table as follows:
Ordering number

Lexicons

Valence

1

Good

+1

2

Very good

+2

3

Bad

-1

4

Very bad

-2

5

Terrible

-1.2

6

Very terrible

-2.3

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

According to the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD, we see that the valences of the sentiment
lexicons are from -10 to +10. Thus, a natural
part of one valence is presented by the 4 binary
bits and we also use the 4 binary bits of a
surplus part of this valence. So, the 8 binary
bits are used for presenting one valence of one
sentiment lexicons in a binary code.
Based on the English dictionaries [33-38],
the longest word in English has 189,819 letters.
According to the binary code of letters in
English in [66-71], we see that the 7 binary bits
are used in encode one letter in all the letters in
English. Therefore, we need 189,819 (letters) x
7 (bits) = 1,328,733 (bits) to present one word
in English.
So, we need (1,328,733 bits of the content +
8 bits of the valence) = 1,328,741 bits to show
fully one sentiment lexicon of the bESD in
Figure 8 as follows:

The content

The valence

0101……………….10
letters

…
55,000

0111

0101

Natural part surplus part

FIGURE 8 Overview of presenting one sentiment lexicon of the bESD in a binary code

We transfer the valence of one sentiment
lexicon of the bESD to a binary code based
on the transferring a decimal to a binary
code in [72-77].
We build the algorithm 4 to encrypt one
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sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and
the valence) to a binary array in the sequential
environment. The main ideas of the algorithm
4 are as follows:
Input: one sentiment lexicon of the bESD
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Output: a bit array
Step 1: Split this term into the letters.
Step 2: Set ABitArray := null;
Step 3: Set Valence := Get a valence of this
term based on the bESD;
Step 4: Each letter in the letters, do repeat:
Step 5: Based on the binary code of letters in
English in [66-71], we get a bit array of this letter;
Step 6: Add the bit array of this letter into
ABitArray;
Step 7: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 8: Based on on the transferring a
decimal to a binary code in [72-77], we transfer
the valence to a bit array;
Step 9: Add this bit array into ABitArray;
Step 10: Return ABitArray;
We propose the algorithm 5 to encode
one sentence in English to a binary array in
the sequential system. The main ideas of the
algorithm 5 are as follows:
Input: one sentence;
Output: a bit array;
Step 1: Set ABitArrayOfSentence := null;
Step 2: Split this sentence into the meaningful
terms (meaningful word or meaningful phrase);
Step 3: Each term in the terms, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := The algorithm 4 to
encrypt one sentiment lexicon (comprising
the content and the valence) to a binary array
in the sequential environment with the input
is this term;
Step
5:
Add
ABitArray
into
ABitArrayOfSentence;
Step 6: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 7: Return ABitArrayOfSentence;
We encrypt all the positive sentences of the
training data set to the positive bit arrays based
on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD in the algorithm 6, called the positive bit
array group. The main ideas of the algorithm 6
are as follows:
Input: all the positive sentences of the
training data set
Output:a positive bit array group;
Step 1: Set APositiveBitArrayGroup := null;
Step 2: Each sentence in the positive
sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to
encode one sentence in English to a binary
array in the sequential system with the input
is this sentence;
Step
4:
Add
ABitArray
into
APositiveBitArrayGroup;
mathematical and computer modelling

Step 5: End Repeat – End Step 2;
Step 6: Return APositiveBitArrayGroup;
We encode all the negative sentences of
the training data set to the negative bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD in the algorithm 7, called
the negative bit array group. The main ideas of
the algorithm 7 are as follows:
Input: all the negative sentences of the
training data set
Output:a negative bit array group;
Step 1: Set ANegativeBitArrayGroup := null;
Step 2: Each sentence in the positive
sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to
encode one sentence in English to a binary
array in the sequential system with the input
is this sentence;
Step
4:
Add
ABitArray
into
ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Step 5: End Repeat – End Step 2;
Step 6: Return ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
We propose the algorithm 8 to transfer
one document of the testing data set into the
bit arrays of the document in the sequential
system. The main ideas of the algorithm 8 are
as follows:
Input: one document of the testing data set
Output: the bit arrays of the document;
Step 1: Set TheBitArraysOfTheDocument
:= null;
Step 2: Split this document into the
sentences;
Step 3: Each sentence in the sentences, do
repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to
encode one sentence in English to a binary
array in the sequential system with the input
is this sentence;
Step
5:
Add
ABitArray
into
TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Step 6: End Repeat- End Step 3;
Step
7:
Return
TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
We present the information about the GA
briefly as follows:
1) According to [45-49], we show that the
basic operations of the genetic algorithm,
at the same time, also used for the GA
in our sequential environment and our
parallel network environment. The genetic
algorithm (GA: Genetic Algorithms) and other
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evolutionary algorithms based on forming the
notion that natural evolutionary process is
reasonable, perfect. It stems from the evolved
idea to survive and grow in the wild. GA is a
problem-solving method to mimic the behavior
of humans in order to survive and develop. It
helps to find the optimal solution and the best
in terms of time and space allow. GA considers
all solutions, by at least some solutions, then
eliminates the irrelevant components and
select the relevant components more adapted
to create birth and evolution aimed at creating
solutions which have a new adaptive coefficient
increasing. The adaptive coefficient is used as a
gauge of the solution. The main steps of the GA:
Step 1: Select models to symbolize the
solutions. The models can be sequence (string)
of the binary number: 1 and 0, decimal and can
be letters or mixture letters and numbers.
Step 2: Select the adaptive function (or the
Fitness function) to use as a gauge of the solution.
Step 3: Continue the transformation form
until achieving the best solution, or until the
termination of the time.
2) Genetic Operators and Genetic
Operations
Reproductive Operator
Reproductive
operator
includes
two
processes: the reproduction process (allowing
regeneration), the selection process (selection).
Allowing Regeneration
Allowing regeneration is the process which
allows chromosomes to copy on the basis of the
adaptive coefficient. The adaptive coefficient
is a function which is assigned the real value,
corresponding to each chromosome in the
population.
This process is described as follows:
• Determine the adaptive coefficient of
each chromosome in the population
at generation t, tabulate cumulative
adaptive values (in order assigned to
each chromosome).
• Suppose, the population has n
individuals. Call the adaptive coefficient
of the corresponding chromosome is fi,
cumulative total is fti which is defined by
i

fti = ∑ fi
j =1

• Call Fn is the sum of the adaptive
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coefficient in all the population. Pick a
random number f between 0 and Fn.
Select the first instance correspond f ≥ ftk
into new population.
Selection Process (Selection)
The selection process is the process of
removing the poor adaptive chromosomes in
the population. This process is described as
follows:
• Arrange population in order of
descending degree of adaptation.
• Remove the chromosome in the last of the
sequence. Keep n in the best individuals.
Crossover Operator (Crossover)
Crossover is the process of creating the new
chromosomes based on the father-mother
chromosomes by grafting a segment on
the father-mother chromosomes together.
The crossover operator is assigned with a
probability pc. This process is described as
follows:
• Randomly select a pair of chromosomes
(father-mother) in the population.
Suppose, the father-mother chromosomes
have the same length m.
• Create a random number in the range
from 1 to m-1 (called as cross coupling
point). The cross coupling point divides
the father-mother chromosomes into two
sub-strings which have lengths m1, m2.
The two new sub-strings created, is: m11
+ m22 and m21 + m12.
• Put the two new chromosomes into the
population.
Example:

Mutation Operator (Mutation)
Mutation is a phenomenon which the child
chromosomes carry some features, not
in the genetic code of the father-mother
chromosomes.
• Choose a random chromosome in the
population;
• Create a random number k between 1
and m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m;
• Change bit k. Put this chromosome in the
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population to participate in the evolution
of the next generation.
Example:

0100011
0110011
Each pair of parents bears two children in
one of the following two methods
Asexual Reproduction
Each child is an exact copy of each father or
each mother.
Example:

Father: 01101100

Child 1: 01101100

Mother: 11001110

Child 2: 11001110

Sexual Reproduction (crossover)
Some bits are copied from the mother or a
few bits are copied from the father.
Example of the sexual reproduction
intersecting half

Father: 1001 1110

Child 1: 1111 1110

Mother: 1111 1000

Child 2: 1001 1000

Example of the
intersecting 3 bits

sexual

reproduction

Father: 10001100

Child 1: 00011000

Mother: 01110011

Child 2: 11100111

In Figure 9, we show the diagram of the GA
in the sequential environment as follows:
We build the algorithm 9 to cluster one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of the

Start

Get the parameters of the
problem

Initialize the initial population

Calculate the Fitness values

stop
condition

Select

Cross (crossover)

Select the best
solution

Mutate (mutation)

End

FIGURE 9 The diagram of the GA in the sequential environment
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document into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the
training data set by using the GA with the RS
in the sequential system. The main ideas of the
algorithm 9 are as follows:
Input: one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of the document; the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group
the training data set;
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative,
or neutral)
Step 1: randomly initialize population(t)
Step 2: determine fitness of population(t)
Step 3: repeat
Step 4: select parents from population(t)
Step 5: perform crossover on parents
creating population(t+1)
Step 6: perform mutation of population(t+1)
Step 7: determine fitness of population(t+1)
Step 8: until best individual is good enough
Step 9: Return this bit array clustered
into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set.
Fitness is defined as an objective function
that quantifies the optimality of a solution
(chromosome) to the target problem. How to
choose Fitness is dependent on the problem
that we study. Choosing the different Fitness
function will give the different results. In this
survey, we use the Roulette-wheel selection (RS).
According to the researches related to the
Rank Selection (RS) in [50-54], Rank Selection
sorts the population first according to fitness
value and ranks them. Then every chromosome
is allocated selection probability with respect
to its rank. Individuals are selected as per
their selection probability. Rank selection is
an explorative technique of selection. Rank
selection prevents too quick convergence and
differs from roulette wheel selection in terms of
selection pressure. Rank selection overcomes the
scaling problems like stagnation or premature
convergence. Ranking controls selective
pressure by a uniform method of scaling across
the population. Rank selection behaves in a
more robust manner than other methods.
We propose the algorithm 10 to cluster one
document of the testing data set into either the
positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set using the GA
with the RS in the sequential environment. The
main ideas of the algorithm 10 are as follows:
Input: one document of the testing data set;
the positive bit array group and the negative
bit array group of the training data set;
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Output: the sentiments (positive, negative,
or neutral)
Step 1: ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument
:= the algorithm 8 to transfer one document
of the testing data set into the bit arrays of the
document in the sequential system with the
input is this document;
Step 2: Set count_positive := 0 and count_
negative := 0;
Step
3:
Each
bit
array
in
ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument, do repeat:
Step 4: OneResult := the algorithm 9 to
cluster one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of the document into either the
positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set by using
the GA with the RS in the sequential system
with the input is this bit array, the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group
of the training data set;
Step 5: If OneResult is the positive Then
count_positive := count_positive + 1;
Step 6: Else If OneResult is the negative
Then count_negative := count_negative + 1;
Step 7: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 8: If count_positive is greater than
count_negative then return positive;
Step 9: Else If count_positive is less than
count_negative Then Return negative;
Step 10: Return neutral;
We build the algorithm 11 to cluster the
documents of the testing data set into either
the positive or the negative in the sequential
environment. The main ideas of the algorithm
11 area as follows:
Input: the testing data set and the training
data set;
Output: the results of the sentiment
classification of the testing data set;
Step 1: The valences and the polarities of the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD are calculated
based on a basis English sentiment dictionary
(bESD) in a sequential environment (4.1.2);
Step 2: A positive bit array group := encrypt
all the positive sentences of the training data
set to the bit arrays based on the bit arrays
of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the
algorithm 6 with the input is the positive
sentences of the training data set;
Step 3: A negative bit array group := encode
all the negative sentences of the training data
set to the bit arrays based on the bit arrays
of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the
algorithm 7 with the input is the positive
mathematical and computer modelling
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sentences of the training data set;
Step 4: Set TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet
:= null;
Step 5: Each document in the documents of
the testing data set, do repeat:
Step 6: OneResult := the algorithm 10 to
cluster one document of the testing data set
into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data
set using the GA with the RS in the sequential
environment with the input is this document,
the positive bit array group and the negative
bit array group;
Step
7:
Add
OneResult
into
TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
Step 8: End Repeat – End Step 5;
Step
9:
Return
TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
4.2 IMPLEMENTING THE FAGER &
MACGOWAN COEFFICIENT (FMC)
AND THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
(GA) WITH THE RANK SELECTION
(RS) - THE FITNESS FUNCTION (FF)
IN BOTH A DISTRIBUTED NETWORK SYSTEM
In Figure 10, The genetic algorithm (GA) is
used with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) to cluster the documents of the
testing data set into either the positive polarity
or the negative polarity in the Cloudera
parallel network environment. In this section,
we perform the proposed model in the
distributed system as follows: Firstly, we build
the sentiment lexicons of the bESD based on
a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
in a distributed system (4.1.3). We encrypt the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD to the bit arrays
and each bit array in the bit arrays presents
each term in the sentiment lexicons with the
information as follows: a content of this term,
a sentiment score of this term. This is called
the bit arrays of the bESD which are stored
in a small storage space. Then, we encode all
the sentences of the training data set to the bit
arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD. A positive bit array group
of the training data set which we encrypt all
the positive sentences of the training data set
to the positive bit arrays according to the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD. A
negative bit array group of the training data set
which we encode all the negative sentences of
the training data set to the negative bit arrays
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according to the bit arrays of the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD. Each document in the
documents of the testing data set is separated
to the sentences. Each sentence in the sentences
of one document of the testing data set is
encrypted to one bit array (corresponding to
one sentence) of the document. Next, one bit
array of the document is clustered into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set by using
the GA with the RS. Then, all the bit arrays
(corresponding to all the sentences) of the
document of the testing data set are clustered
into either the positive array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set
using the GA with the RS. Based on the results
of the sentiment classification of the bit arrays
of the document, the sentiment classification
of this document is identified completely. If
the number of the bit arrays clustered into the
positive polarity is greater than the number
of the bit arrays clustered into the negative
polarity in the document, this document is
clustered into the positive. If the number of the
bit arrays clustered into the positive polarity is
less than the number of the bit arrays clustered
into the negative polarity in the document,
this document is clustered into the negative.
If the number of the bit arrays clustered into
the positive polarity is as equal as the number
of the bit arrays clustered into the negative
polarity in the document, this document is
clustered into the neutral. It means that this
document does not belong to both the positive
polarity and the negative polarity. Finally, the
sentiment classification of the documents of
the testing data set is identified successfully.
Firstly, we build the sentiment lexicons of
the bESD based on a basis English sentiment
dictionary (bESD) in a distributed system (4.1.3)
We encrypt the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD to the bit arrays and each bit array in the
bit arrays presents each term in the sentiment
lexicons with the information as follows: a
content of this term, a sentiment score of this
term. This is called the bit arrays of the bESD
which are stored in a small storage space.
We assume that the sentiment lexicons of
the bESD is stored in the table as follows:
Ordering number

Lexicons

Valence

1

Good

+1

2

Very good

+2

3

Bad

-1
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Testing data set
The documents

Training data set
The positive sentences

One document

Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the Cloudera
parallel system

The sentences
Encode the sentences
to the bit arrays in
both the Cloudera
distributed system

The negative sentences

The positive bit arrays

The
sentiment
lexicons of
the bESD

The negative bit arrays

Use the GA with the RS to cluster
one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) into either the negative bit
arrays of the negative sentences or
the positive bit arrays of the
negative sentences in the Cloudera
parallel system

The bit arrays
One bit array

The result of clustering this bit array into either the positive bit arrays
or the negative bit arrays
The result of the sentiment classification of one sentence
The result of the sentiment classification of the sentences
The result of the sentiment classification of one document
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents
The result of the sentiment classification of the documents of the
testing data set

FIGURE 10 Overview of performing the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with
the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) in a distributed environment
Ordering number

Lexicons

4

Very bad

Valence
-2

5

Terrible

-1.2

6

Very terrible

-2.3

…

…

…

55,000

…

…

…

…

…

According to the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD, we see that the valences of the sentiment
lexicons are from -10 to +10. Thus, a natural
part of one valence is presented by the 4 binary
bits and we also use the 4 binary bits of a
surplus part of this valence. So, the 8 binary
bits are used for presenting one valence of one
sentiment lexicons in a binary code.
Based on the English dictionaries [33-38],
the longest word in English has 189,819 letters.
According to the binary code of letters in English
in [66-71], we see that the 7 binary bits are used
in encode one letter in all the letters in English.
Therefore, we need 189,819 (letters) x 7 (bits) =
1,328,733 (bits) to present one word in English.
So, we need (1,328,733 bits of the content +
8 bits of the valence) = 1,328,741 bits to show
fully one sentiment lexicon of the bESD in
Figure 11 as follows:
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The content

0101……………….10
letters

The valence

0111

0101

Natural part surplus part

Figure 11 Overview of presenting one sentiment lexicon
of the bESD in a binary code

We transfer the valence of one sentiment
lexicon of the bESD to a binary code based on
the transferring a decimal to a binary code in
[72-77].
In Figure 12, we build the algorithm 12
and the algorithm 13 to encrypt one sentiment
lexicon (comprising the content and the
valence) to a binary array in the distributed
network environment. This stage in Figure 12
comprises two phases as follows: Hadoop Map
phase and Hadoop Reduce phase. The input of
the Hadoop Map is one sentiment lexicon of
the bESD. The output of the Hadoop Map is a
bit array of one letter. The input of the Hadoop
Reduce is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus,
the input of the Hadoop Reduce is a bit array
of one letter. The output of the Hadoop Reduce
is a bit array of the term.
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We propose the algorithm 12 to implement
the Hadoop Map phase of encrypting one
sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and
the valence) to a binary array in the distributed
network environment. The main ideas of the
algorithm 12 are as follows:
Input: one sentiment lexicon of the bESD
Output: a bit array of one letter;
Step 1: Input this term and the bESD into
the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this term into the letters.
Step 3: Set Valence := Get a valence of this
term based on the bESD;
Step 4: Each letter in the letters, do repeat:
Step 5: Based on the binary code of letters in
English in [66-71], we get a bit array of this letter;
Step 6: Return the bit array of this letter; //
the output of the Hadoop Map
We build the algorithm 13 to perform the

Hadoop Reduce phase of encrypting one
sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and
the valence) to a binary array in the distributed
network environment. The main ideas of the
algorithm 13 are as follows:
Input: the bit array of this letter; //the output
of the Hadoop Map
Output: a bit array of the term - ABitArray;
Step 1: Receive the bit array of this letter;
Step 2: Add the bit array of this letter into
ABitArray;
Step 3: If this term is full Then
Step 4: Based on on the transferring a
decimal to a binary code in [72-77], we transfer
the valence to a bit array;
Step 5: Add this bit array into ABitArray;
Step 6: End If – End Step 3;
Step 7: Return ABitArray;

one sentiment lexicon of the bESD
Input this term and the bESD into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system
Split this term into the letters.

The
sentiment
lexicons of
the bESD

Valence := Get a valence of this term based on the bESD
Each letter in the letters, do repeat:
get a bit array of this letter

the binary code of letters in
English in [66-71]

the bit array of this letter
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive the bit array of this letter;
Add the bit array of this letter into ABitArray;
If this term is full Then
Based on on the transferring a decimal to a binary code in
[72-77], we transfer the valence to a bit array;
Add this bit array into ABitArray;
End If
Return ABitArray;
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
a binary array of one sentiment lexicon

FIGURE 12 Overview of encrypting one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and the valence) to a binary array in
the distributed network environment

In Figure 13, we build the algorithm 14
and the algorithm 15 to encode one sentence
in English to a binary array in the distributed
system. This stage in Figure 13 comprises
two phases as follows: Hadoop Map phase
and Hadoop Reduce phase. The input of the
Hadoop Map is one sentence. The output of
the Hadoop Map is a bit array of one term ABitArray. The input of the Hadoop Reduce
mathematical and computer modelling

is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus, the
input of the Hadoop Reduce is a bit array
of one term - ABitArray. The output of the
Hadoop Reduce is a bit array of the sentence –
AbitArrayOfSentence.
We propose the algorithm 14 to perform the
Hadoop Map phase of encoding one sentence
in English to a binary array in the parallel
system. The main ideas of the algorithm 14 are
77
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as follows:
Input: one sentence;
Output: a bit array of one term - ABitArray;
Step 1: Input this sentence into the Hadoop
Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this sentence into the
meaningful terms (meaningful word or
meaningful phrase);
Step 3: Each term in the terms, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the encrypting one
sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and
the valence) to a binary array in the distributed
network environment in Figure 12 with the
input is this term;

Step 5: Return ABitArray;
We propose the algorithm 15 to implement
the Hadoop Reduce of encoding one sentence
in English to a binary array in the parallel
system. The main ideas of the algorithm 15 are
as follows:
Input: a bit array of one term – AbitArray –
the output of the Hadoop Map;
Output: a bit array of the sentence ABitArrayOfSentence;
Step 1: Receive AbitArray;
Step
2:
Add
ABitArray
into
ABitArrayOfSentence;
Step 3: Return ABitArrayOfSentence;

one sentence
Input this sentence into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Split this sentence into the meaningful terms (meaningful word or meaningful phrase);
Each term in the terms, do repeat:
ABitArray := the encrypting one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and the
valence) to a binary array in the distributed network environment in Figure 12 with
the input is this term;
ABitArray
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive ABitArray;
Add ABitArray into ABitArrayOfSentence
Return ABitArrayOfSentence
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
a bit array of the sentence - ABitArrayOfSentence

FIGURE 13 Overview of encoding one sentence in English to a binary array in the parallel system

In Figure 14, we build the algorithm 16 and
the algorithm 17 to encrypt all the positive
sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons
of the bESD in the distributed environment,
called the positive bit array group. This stage
in Figure 14 comprises two phases as follows:
Hadoop Map phase and Hadoop Reduce
phase. The input of the Hadoop Map is all the
positive sentences of the training data set. The
output of the Hadoop Map is ABitArray – a bit
array of one sentence. The input of the Hadoop
Reduce is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus,
the input of the Hadoop Reduce is ABitArray
– a bit array of one sentence. The output of the
Hadoop Reduce is a positive bit array group –
APositiveBitArrayGroup.
We encrypt all the positive sentences of the
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training data set to the bit arrays based on the
bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
in the algorithm 16 to perform the Hadoop
Map phase of this stage in the distributed
environment, called the positive bit array
group. The main ideas of the algorithm 16 are
as follows:
Input: all the positive sentences of the
training data set
Output: ABitArray – a bit array of one
sentence;
Step 1: Input all the positive sentences of
the training data set into the Hadoop Map in
the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Each sentence in the positive
sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the encoding one
sentence in English to a binary array in the
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parallel system in Figure 13 with the input is
this sentence;
Step 4: Return ABitArray;
We encrypt all the positive sentences of
the training data set to the bit arrays based on
the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the
bESD in the algorithm 17 perform the Hadoop
Reduce phase of this stage in the parallel
system, called the positive bit array group. The

main ideas of the algorithm 17 are as follows:
Input: ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Output:a positive bit array group APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Step 1: Receive ABitArray;
Step
2:
Add
ABitArray
into
APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Step 3: Return APositiveBitArrayGroup;
In Figure 15, we build the algorithm 18 and

all the positive sentences of the training data set
Input all the positive sentences of the training data set into the Hadoop
Map in the Cloudera system
Each sentence in the positive sentences, do repeat:
ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in english to a binary array in the
parallel system in Figure 13 with the input is this sentence;
ABitArray
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Add ABitArray into APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Return APositiveBitArrayGroup;
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
a positive bit array group - APositiveBitArrayGroup;

FIGURE 14 Overview of encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays based on the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the distributed environment, called the positive bit array group

the algorithm 19 to encrypt all the negative
sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons
of the bESD in the distributed environment,
called the negative bit array group. This stage
in Figure 15 comprises two phases as follows:
Hadoop Map phase and Hadoop Reduce
phase. The input of the Hadoop Map is all the
negative sentences of the training data set. The
output of the Hadoop Map is ABitArray – a bit
array of one sentence. The input of the Hadoop
Reduce is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus,
the input of the Hadoop Reduce is ABitArray
– a bit array of one sentence. The output of the
Hadoop Reduce is a negative bit array group –
ANegativeBitArrayGroup.
We encrypt all the negative sentences of
the training data set to negative the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment
lexicons of the bESD in the algorithm 18 to
perform the Hadoop Map phase of this stage
in the distributed environment, called the
negative bit array group. The main ideas of the
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algorithm 18 are as follows:
Input: all the negative sentences of the
training data set
Output: ABitArray – a bit array of one
sentence;
Step 1: Input all the negative sentences of
the training data set into the Hadoop Map in
the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Each sentence in the negative
sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the encoding one
sentence in English to a binary array in the
parallel system in Figure 13 with the input is
this sentence;
Step 4: Return ABitArray;
We encrypt all the negative sentences of the
training data set to the bit arrays based on the
bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
in the algorithm 19 perform the Hadoop Reduce
phase of this stage in the parallel system, called
the negative bit array group. The main ideas of
the algorithm 19 are as follows:
Input: ABitArray – a bit array of one
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sentence;
Output:a negative bit array group ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Step 1: Receive ABitArray;

Step
2:
Add
ABitArray
into
ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Step 3: Return ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
In Figure 16, we build the algorithm 20 and

all the negative sentences of the training data set
Input all the negative sentences of the training data set into the Hadoop
Map in the Cloudera system
Each sentence in the negative sentences, do repeat:
ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in english to a binary array in the
parallel system in Figure 13 with the input is this sentence;
ABitArray
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Add ABitArray into ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Return ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
a negative bit array group – ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
FIGURE 15 Overview of encrypting all the negative sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays based on the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the distributed environment, called the negative bit array group

one document of the testing data set
Input this document of the testing data set into the
Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system
Split this document into the sentences;
Each sentence in the sentences, do repeat:
: ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in English to a
binary array in the parallel system in Figure 13 with the
input is this sentence;
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive ABitArray - one bit array of one sentence of the document
Add ABitArray into TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
the bit arrays of the document - TheBitArraysOfTheDocument
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
the bit arrays of the document TheBitArraysOfTheDocument
FIGURE 16 Overview of transferring one document of the testing data set into the bit arrays of the document in the
parallel system
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the algorithm 21 to transfer one document of
the testing data set into the bit arrays of the
document in the parallel system. This stage
in Figure 16 comprises two phases as follows:
Hadoop Map phase and Hadoop Reduce
phase. The input of the Hadoop Map is one
document of the testing data set. The output
of the Hadoop Map is one bit array of one
sentence of the document – the output of the
Hadoop Map. The input of the Hadoop Reduce
is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus, the
input of the Hadoop Reduce is one bit array of
one sentence of the document – the output of
the Hadoop Map. The output of the Hadoop
Reduce is the bit arrays of the document.
We propose the algorithm 20 to perform
the Hadoop Map phase of transferring one
document of the testing data set into the bit
arrays of the document in the parallel system.
The main ideas of the algorithm 20 are as follows:
Input: one document of the testing data set
Output: ABitArray - one bit array of one
sentence of the document – the output of the
Hadoop Map;
Step 1: Input one document of the testing data
set into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this document into the sentences;
Step 3: Each sentence in the sentences, do
repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the encoding one
sentence in English to a binary array in the
parallel system in Figure 13 with the input is
this sentence;
Step 5: Return ABitArray;
We propose the algorithm 21 to perform
the Hadoop Reduce phase of transferring one
document of the testing data set into the bit
arrays of the document in the parallel system.
The main ideas of the algorithm 21 are as follows:
Input: ABitArray - one bit array of one
sentence of the document – the output of the
Hadoop Map;
Output: the bit arrays of the document TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Step 1: Receive ABitArray;
Step
2:
Add
ABitArray
into
TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Step
3:
Return
TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
We present the information about the GA
briefly as follows:
1) According to [45-49], we show that the
basic operations of the genetic algorithm,
at the same time, also used for the GA
mathematical and computer modelling

in our sequential environment and our
parallel network environment. The genetic
algorithm (GA: Genetic Algorithms) and
other evolutionary algorithms based on
forming the notion that natural evolutionary
process is reasonable, perfect. It stems from
the evolved idea to survive and grow in the
wild. GA is a problem-solving method to
mimic the behaviour of humans in order
to survive and develop. It helps to find the
optimal solution and the best in terms of time
and space allow. GA considers all solutions,
by at least some solutions, then eliminates the
irrelevant components and select the relevant
components more adapted to create birth and
evolution aimed at creating solutions which
have a new adaptive coefficient increasing. The
adaptive coefficient is used as a gauge of the
solution. The main steps of the GA:
Step 1: Select models to symbolize the
solutions. The models can be sequence (string)
of the binary number: 1 and 0, decimal and can
be letters or mixture letters and numbers.
Step 2: Select the adaptive function (or the
Fitness function) to use as a gauge of the solution.
Step 3: Continue the transformation form
until achieving the best solution, or until the
termination of the time.
2) Genetic Operators and Genetic Operations
Reproductive Operator
Reproductive operator includes two
processes: the reproduction process (allowing
regeneration), the selection process (selection).
Allowing Regeneration
Allowing regeneration is the process which
allows chromosomes to copy on the basis of the
adaptive coefficient. The adaptive coefficient
is a function which is assigned the real value,
corresponding to each chromosome in the
population.
This process is described as follows:
• Determine the adaptive coefficient of
each chromosome in the population
at generation t, tabulate cumulative
adaptive values (in order assigned to
each chromosome).
• Suppose, the population has n
individuals. Call the adaptive coefficient
of the corresponding chromosome is fi,
cumulative total is fti which is defined by
i

fti = ∑ fi
j =1
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• Call Fn is the sum of the adaptive
coefficient in all the population. Pick a
random number f between 0 and Fn.
Select the first instance correspond f ≥ ftk
into new population.
Selection Process (Selection)
The selection process is the process of
removing the poor adaptive chromosomes in
the population. This process is described as
follows:
• Arrange population in order of
descending degree of adaptation.
• Remove the chromosome in the last of the
sequence. Keep n in the best individuals.
Crossover Operator (Crossover)
Crossover is the process of creating the
new chromosomes based on the father-mother
chromosomes by grafting a segment on the
father-mother chromosomes together. The
crossover operator is assigned with a probability
pc. This process is described as follows:
• Randomly select a pair of chromosomes
(father-mother) in the population.
Suppose, the father-mother chromosomes
have the same length m.
• Create a random number in the range
from 1 to m-1 (called as cross coupling
point). The cross coupling point divides
the father-mother chromosomes into two
sub-strings which have lengths m1, m2.
The two new sub-strings created, is: m11
+ m22 and m21 + m12.
• Put the two new chromosomes into the
population.
Example:

Mutation Operator (Mutation)
Mutation is a phenomenon which the
child chromosomes carry some features,
not in the genetic code of the father-mother
chromosomes.
• Choose a random chromosome in the
population;
• Create a random number k between 1
and m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m;
• Change bit k. Put this chromosome in the
population to participate in the evolution
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of the next generation.
Example:

0100011
0110011

Each pair of parents bears two children in
one of the following two methods
Asexual Reproduction
Each child is an exact copy of each father or
each mother.
Example:

Father: 01101100

Child 1: 01101100

Mother: 11001110

Child 2: 11001110

Sexual Reproduction (crossover)
Some bits are copied from the mother or a
few bits are copied from the father.
Example of the sexual reproduction
intersecting half

Father: 1001 1110

Child 1: 1111 1110

Mother: 1111 1000

Child 2: 1001 1000

Example of the
intersecting 3 bits

sexual

reproduction

Father: 10001100

Child 1: 00011000

Mother: 01110011

Child 2: 11100111

In Figure 17, we show the diagram of the
GA in the sequential environment as follows:
In Figure 18, we build the algorithm
22 and the algorithm 23 to cluster one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the
training data set by using the GA with the
RS in the distributed system. This stage in
Figure 18 comprises two phases as follows:
Hadoop Map phase and Hadoop Reduce
phase. The input of the Hadoop Map is one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document; the positive bit array group and the
negative bit array group the training data set.
The output of the Hadoop Map is the bit array
clustered into either the positive bit array group
or the negative bit array group of the training
data set. The input of the Hadoop Reduce is
the output of the Hadoop Map, thus, the input
of the Hadoop Reduce is the bit array clustered
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Start

Get the parameters of the
problem

Initialize the initial population

Calculate the Fitness values

stop
condition

Select

Cross (crossover)

Select the best
solution

Mutate (mutation)

End

FIGURE 17 The diagram of the GA in the sequential environment

into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data
set. The output of the Hadoop Reduce is the
bit array clustered into either the positive bit
array group or the negative bit array group of
the training data set.
We build the algorithm 22 to perform the
Hadoop Map phase of clustering one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the
training data set by using the GA with the RS
in the distributed system. The main ideas of
the algorithm 22 are as follows:
Input: one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of the document; the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group
the training data set;
Output: the bit array clustered into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set.
Step 1: Input the bit array (corresponding to
one sentence) of the document; the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group
the training data set into the Hadoop Map in
the Cloudera system;
Step 2: randomly initialize population(t)

mathematical and computer modelling

Step 3: determine fitness of population(t)
Step 4: repeat
Step 5: select parents from population(t)
Step 6: perform crossover on parents
creating population(t+1)
Step 7: perform mutation of population(t+1)
Step 8: determine fitness of population(t+1)
Step 9: until best individual is good enough
Step 10: Return this bit array clustered
into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set.
We build the algorithm 23 to perform the
Hadoop Reduce phase of clustering one bit
array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the
training data set by using the GA with the RS
in the parallel system. The main ideas of the
algorithm 23 are as follows:
Input: the bit array clustered into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set.
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative,
or neutral)
Step 1: Receive the bit array clustered
into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set;
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Step 2: If this bit array clustered into the
positive bit array group Then Return positive;
Step 3: If this bit array clustered into the
negative bit array group Then Return negative;
Step 4: Return neutral;
Fitness is defined as an objective function
that quantifies the optimality of a solution
(chromosome) to the target problem. How to
choose Fitness is dependent on the problem
that we study. Choosing the different Fitness
function will give the different results. In this
survey, we use the Roulette-wheel selection (RS).
According to the researches related to the
Rank Selection (RS) in [50-54], Rank Selection
one bit array
(corresponding to one
sentence) of the document

sorts the population first according to fitness
value and ranks them. Then every chromosome
is allocated selection probability with respect
to its rank. Individuals are selected as per
their selection probability. Rank selection is
an explorative technique of selection. Rank
selection prevents too quick convergence and
differs from roulette wheel selection in terms of
selection pressure. Rank selection overcomes the
scaling problems like stagnation or premature
convergence. Ranking controls selective
pressure by a uniform method of scaling across
the population. Rank selection behaves in a
more robust manner than other methods.

the positive bit
array group

the negative bit
array group

Input the bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the document; the
positive bit array group and the negative bit array group the training data
set into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Based on the genetic algorithm (GA) in [45, 49] and the Rank Selection
(RS) in [50, 54], clustering this bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of
the document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set by using the GA with the RWS
this bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set.
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive this bit array clustered into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the training data set.
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
this bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set.
FIGURE 18 Overview of clustering one bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the document into either the
positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data set by using the GA with the RS in the
distributed system

In Figure 19, we build the algorithm 24 and
the algorithm 25 to cluster one document of the
testing data set into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the
training data set using the GA with the RS in the
distributed environment. This stage in Figure
19 comprises two phases as follows: Hadoop
Map phase and Hadoop Reduce phase. The
input of the Hadoop Map is one document of
the testing data set; the positive bit array group
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and the negative bit array group of the training
data set. The output of the Hadoop Map is
OneResult – the sentiment classification of one
bit array of the document. The input of the
Hadoop Reduce is the output of the Hadoop
Map, thus, the input of the Hadoop Reduce is
OneResult – the sentiment classification of one
bit array of the document. The output of the
Hadoop Reduce is the sentiments (positive,
negative, or neutral) of the document.
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one document of the
testing data set

the positive bit array
group

the negative bit array
group

Input this document of the testing data set; the positive bit array group and
the negative bit array group of the training data set into the Hadoop Map in
the Cloudera system
ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument := the transferring one document of the
testing data set into the bit arrays of the document in the parallel system in
Figure 16 with the input is this document;
Each bit array in ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument, do repeat:
OneResult := the algorithm 9 to cluster one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of the document into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set by using the GA with the
RS in the sequential system with the input is this bit array, the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group of the training data set;
OneResult
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive OneResult – the sentiment classification of one bit array of the
document;
Add ABitArray into TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
If OneResult is the positive Then count_positive := count_positive + 1;
Else If OneResult is the negative Then count_negative := count_negative + 1;
If count_positive is greater than count_negative Then Return positive;
Else If count_positive is less than count_negative Then Return negative;
Return neutral
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
the sentiments (positive, negative, or neutral) of the document

FIGURE 19 Overview of clustering one document of the testing data set into either the positive bit array group or the
negative bit array group of the training data set using the GA with the RS in the distributed environment

We propose the algorithm 24 to perform the
Hadoop Map phase of clustering one document
of the testing data set into either the positive
bit array group or the negative bit array group
of the training data set using the GA with the
RS in the distributed environment. The main
ideas of the algorithm 24 are as follows:
Input: one document of the testing data set;
the positive bit array group and the negative
bit array group of the training data set;
Output: OneResult – the sentiment
classification of one bit array of the document
– the output of the Hadoop Map;
Step 1: Input the document of the testing
data set; the positive bit array group and the
negative bit array group of the training data set
into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument
:= the transferring one document of the testing
data set into the bit arrays of the document in
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the parallel system in Figure 16 with the input
is this document;
Step
3:
Each
bit
array
in
ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument, do repeat:
Step 4: OneResult := the algorithm 9 to
cluster one bit array (corresponding to one
sentence) of the document into either the
positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set by using
the GA with the RS in the sequential system
with the input is this bit array, the positive bit
array group and the negative bit array group
of the training data set;
Step 5:Return OneResult; //the output of the
Hadoop Map
We propose the algorithm 25 to perform
the Hadoop Reduce phase of clustering one
document of the testing data set into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set using the
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GA with the RS in the parallel environment. The
main ideas of the algorithm 25 are as follows:
Input: OneResult – the sentiment
classification of one bit array of the document
– the output of the Hadoop Map;
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative,
or neutral) of the document
Step 1: Receive OneResult – the sentiment
classification of one bit array of the document;
Step 2: If OneResult is the positive Then
count_positive := count_positive + 1;
Step 3: Else If OneResult is the negative
Then count_negative := count_negative + 1;
Step 4: If count_positive is greater than
count_negative then return positive;
Step 5: Else If count_positive is less than
count_negative Then Return negative;
Step 6: Return neutral;

In Figure 20, we build the algorithm 26
and the algorithm 27 to perform the Hadoop
Map phase of clustering the documents of
the testing data set into either the positive or
the negative in the distributed environment.
This stage in Figure 20 comprises two phases
as follows: Hadoop Map phase and Hadoop
Reduce phase. The input of the Hadoop Map
is the testing data set and the training data set.
The output of the Hadoop Map is the result of
the sentiment classification of one document
the testing data set. The input of the Hadoop
Reduce is the output of the Hadoop Map, thus,
the input of the Hadoop Reduce is the result
of the sentiment classification of one document
the testing data set. The output of the Hadoop
Reduce is the results of the sentiment
classification of the testing data set;

Input this document of the testing data set, the positive bit array group and
the negative bit array group into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system
Each document in the documents of the testing data set, do repeat:
OneResult := the clustering one document of the testing data set into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training
data set using the GA with the RS in the distributed environment in Figure
19 with the input is this document, the positive bit array group and the
negative bit array group;
OneResult
The output of the Hadoop Map
The input of the Hadoop Reduce
Receive OneResult - the result of the sentiment classification of one
document the testing data set;
Add OneResult into TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet
The output of the Hadoop Reduce
the results of the sentiment classification of the testing data set;

FIGURE 20 Overview of performing the Hadoop Map phase of clustering the documents of the testing data set into
either the positive or the negative in the distributed environment

We build the algorithm 26 to perform
the Hadoop Map phase of clustering the
documents of the testing data set into either
the positive or the negative in the distributed
environment. The main ideas of the algorithm
26 area as follows:
Input: the testing data set and the training
data set;
Output: OneResult - the result of the
sentiment classification of one document the
testing data set – the output of the Hadoop Map;
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Step 1: The valences and the polarities of the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD are calculated
based on a basis English sentiment dictionary
(bESD) in a distributed system (4.1.3);
Step 2: A positive bit array group := the
encrypting all the positive sentences of the
training data set to the bit arrays based on the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in
the distributed environment, called the positive
bit array group in Figure 14 with the input is the
positive sentences of the training data set;
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Step 3: A negative bit array group := the
encrypting all the negative sentences of the
training data set to the bit arrays based on the bit
arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in
the distributed environment, called the negative
bit array group in Figure 15 with the input is the
positive sentences of the training data set;
Step 4: Input the documents of the testing
data set, the positive bit array group and the
negative bit array group into the Hadoop Map
in the Cloudera system;
Step 5: Each document in the documents of
the testing data set, do repeat:
Step 6: OneResult := the clustering one
document of the testing data set into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set using the
GA with the RS in the distributed environment
in Figure 19 with the input is this document,
the positive bit array group and the negative
bit array group;
Step 7: Return OneResult;
We build the algorithm 27 to perform
the Hadoop Reduce phase of clustering the
documents of the testing data set into either
the positive or the negative in the parallel
environment. The main ideas of the algorithm
27 area as follows:
Input: OneResult - the result of the
sentiment classification of one document the
testing data set;
Output: the results of the sentiment
classification of the testing data set;
Step 1: Receive OneResult - the result of the
sentiment classification of one document the
testing data set;
Step
2:
Add
OneResult
into
TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
Step
3:
Return
TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
5 Experiment
An Accuracy (A) is identified to calculate
the accuracy of the results of the sentiment
classification in this survey. We use a Java
programming language programming to save
data sets, implementing our proposed model to
classify the 7,500,000 documents of the testing
data set. To implement the proposed model, we
have already used Java programming language
to save the English testing data set and to save
the results of the sentiment classification.
Our new model is performed in the sequential
environment with the configuration as follows:
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The sequential environment in this research
includes 1 node (1 server). The configuration
of the server in the sequential environment
is: Intel® Server Board S1200V3RPS, Intel®
Pentium® Processor G3220 (3M CFMChe,
3.00 GHz), 2GB CC3-10600 ECC 1333 MHz
LP Unbuffered DIMMs. The operating system
of the server is: Cloudera. The Java language
is used in programming our model related
to the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)
and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF).
We implement the proposed model related
to the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)
and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) in the
Cloudera parallel network environment as
follows: This Cloudera system includes 9 nodes
(9 servers). The configuration of each server in
the Cloudera system is: Intel® Server Board
S1200V3RPS, Intel® Pentium® Processor
G3220 (3M CFMChe, 3.00 GHz), 2GB CC310600 ECC 1333 MHz LP Unbuffered DIMMs.
The operating system of each server in the 9
servers is: Cloudera. All 9 nodes have the same
configuration information. The Java language
is used in programming the application of
the proposed model related to the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) the fitness function (FF) in the Cloudera.
We show the significant information about
this experiment of the proposed model in the
tables as follows: Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.
The results of the documents of the
English testing data set to test are presented
in Table 1 below.
The Accuracy of the sentiment classification
of the documents in the English testing data set
is shown in Table 2 below.
In Table 3 below, the average time of the
classification of our new model for the English
documents in testing data set are displayed
6 Conclusion
A new model using the Fager & MacGowan
Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) has been built to cluster the
documents in English with Hadoop Map (M)
/Reduce (R) in the Cloudera parallel network
environment in this survey. With our proposed
new model, we have achieved 88.21% accuracy
of the testing data set in Table 2. Until now, not
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many studies have shown that the clustering
methods can be used to classify data. Our
research shows that clustering methods are
used to classify data and, in particular, can be
used to classify emotion in text.
The proposed model can be applied to many
other languages although our new model has
been tested on our data set in English. Our
model can be applied to larger data sets with
millions of English documents in the shortest
time although in this paper, our model has
been tested on the documents of the testing
data set in which the data sets are small.
We show the significant information about
the average times of the sentiment classification
of the proposed model in Table 3 as follows:
1. The average time of the semantic
classification of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) in
the sequential environment is 38,922,407
seconds / 7,500,000 English documents
and it is greater than the average time
of the emotion classification of using the
Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)
and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with
the Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness
function (FF) in the Cloudera parallel
network environment with 3 nodes
which is 12,640,802 seconds / 7,500,000
English documents.
2. The average time of the semantic
classification of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF)
in the sequential environment is the
longest time in the table.
3. The average time of the emotion
classification of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function
(FF) in the Cloudera parallel network
environment with 9 nodes, which is
4,346,934 seconds / 7,500,000 English
documents, is the shortest time in the
table.
4. Besides, The average time of the
emotion classification of using the Fager
& MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the
Rank Selection (RS) - the fitness function
(FF) in the Cloudera parallel network
88

environment with 6 nodes is 6,620,401
seconds / 7,500,000 English documents
5. The average time of the emotion
classification of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function
(FF) in the Cloudera parallel network
environment with 3 nodes is greater
than the average time of the emotion
classification of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function
(FF) in the Cloudera parallel network
environment with 6 nodes.
The execution time of using the Fager &
MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with the Rank Selection (RS) - the
fitness function (FF) in the Cloudera is dependent
on the performance of the Cloudera parallel
system and also dependent on the performance
of each server on the Cloudera system.
The execution time of the proposed model
depends on many factors as follows:
1. The GA – related algorithms.
2. The Fager & MacGowan Coefficient –
related algorithms.
3. The performance of the distributed
network environment.
4. The performance of each node of the
distributed environment.
5. The performance of each server of the
parallel system.
6. The number of the nodes of the parallel
environment.
7. The testing data set and the training
data set.
8. The sizes of the data sets.
9. The parallel functions such as Hadoop
Map and Hadoop Reduce.
10. The operating system of the parallel
network such as the Cloudera.
The proposed model has many advantages
and disadvantages. Its positives are as follows:
It the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC)
and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Rank
Selection (RS) - the fitness function (FF) to
classify semantics of English documents based
on sentences. The proposed model can process
millions of documents in the shortest time. This
study can be performed in distributed systems
to shorten the execution time of the proposed
model. It can be applied to other languages. It
can save a lot of the storage spaces. Its negatives
mathematical and computer modelling
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are as follows: It has a low rate of Accuracy.
It costs too much and takes too much time to
implement this proposed model.
To understand the scientific values of this
research, we have compared our model’s
results with many studies in the tables as
follows: Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, Table 11,
Table 12, and Table 13.
In Table 8, we show the comparisons of
our model’s results with the genetic algorithm
(GA) in [45-49].
The comparisons of our model’s benefits
and drawbacks with the works related to
the genetic algorithm (GA) in [45-49] are
displayed in Table 9.

In Table 10, we display the comparisons of
our model’s results with the Rank Selection
(RS) in [50-54].
The comparisons of our model’s advantages
and disadvantages with the Rank Selection
(RS) in [50-54] are presented in Table 11.
In Table 12, we show the comparisons of our
model with the latest sentiment classification
models (or the latest sentiment classification
methods) in [55-65].
The comparisons of our model’s positives
and negatives with the latest sentiment
classification models (or the latest sentiment
classification methods) in [55-65] are
displayed in Table 13.
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TABLE 1 Comparisons of our model’s results with the works related to [1-32]
FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC)
Semantic classification, sentiment classification: SC
Studies PMI
[1]

Yes

JM

Language

SD

DT FMC SC

No

English

Yes

Yes

No

Other measures

Search engines

Yes

No

No Mention
AltaVista

[2]

Yes

No

English

Yes

No

No

Yes

Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA)

[3]

Yes

No

English

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Baseline; Turney-inspired; NB;
Cluster+NB; Human

AltaVista

[4]

Yes

No

English
German

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SimRank

Google search engine

[5]

Yes

No

English
Macedonian

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No Mention

AltaVista search engine

[6]

Yes

No

English
Arabic

Yes

No

No

Yes

No Mention

Google search engine
Bing search engine

No Mention

[7]

Yes

No

English
Chinese

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SVM(CN); SVM(EN);
SVM(ENCN1); SVM(ENCN2);
TSVM(CN); TSVM(EN);
TSVM(ENCN1);
TSVM(ENCN2); CoTrain

[8]

Yes

No

English
Spanish

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SO Calculation
SVM

Google

[9]

Yes

No

Chinese
Tibetan

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

- Feature selection
-Expectation Cross Entropy
-Information Gain

No Mention

[10]

Yes

No

Chinese

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

DF, CHI, MI andIG

No Mention
AltaVista

[11]

Yes

No

Chinese

Yes

No

No

Yes

Information Bottleneck
Method (IB); LE

[12]

Yes

No

Chinese

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SVM

Google
Yahoo
Baidu

[13]

Yes

No

Japanese

No

No

No

Yes

Harmon-ic−Mean

Google and replaced
the NEAR operator
with the AND operator
inthe SO formula.

[14]

Yes

Yes

English

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Dice; NGD

Google search engine

[15]

Yes

Yes

English

Yes

No

No

Yes

Dice; Overlap

Google

[16]

No

Yes

English

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

A Jaccard index based
clustering algorithm (JIBCA)

No Mention

[17]

No

Yes

English

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Naıve Bayes, Two-Step
Multinomial Naıve Bayes, and
Two-Step Polynomial-Kernel
Support Vector Machine

Google

[18]

No

Yes

Arabic

No

No

No

Yes

Naive Bayes (NB); Support
Vector Machines (SVM);
Rocchio; Cosine

No Mention

[19]

No

Yes

Chinese

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

A new score–Economic Value
(EV ), etc.

Chinese search

[20]

No

Yes

Chinese

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Cosine

No Mention

[21]

No

Yes

English

No

Yes

No

Yes

Cosine

No Mention

[22]

No

Yes

Chinese

No

Yes

No

Yes

Dice; overlap; Cosine

No Mention

[28]

No

No

Vietnamese

No

No

No

Yes

Ochiai Measure

Google

[29]

No

No

English

No

No

No

Yes

Cosine coefficient

Google
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Studies PMI

JM

Language

SD

DT FMC SC

Other measures

Search engines

[30]

No

No

English

No

No

No

Yes

Sorensen measure

Google

[31]

No

Yes

Vietnamese

No

No

No

Yes

Jaccard

Google

[32]

No

No

English

No

No

No

Yes

Tanimoto coefficient

Google

No

English
Language

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Google search engine

Our
work

No

TABLE 2 Comparisons of our model’s advantages and disadvantages with the works related to [1-32]
Surveys

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

Constructing
sentiment lexicons
in Norwegian from a
large text corpus

Through the authors’ PMI computations
in this survey they used a distance of 100
words from the seed word, but it might
be that other lengths that generate better
sen-timent lexicons. Some of the authors’
preliminary research showed that 100
gave a better result.

The authors need to investigate this
more closely to find the opti-mal
distance. Another factor that has
not been investigated much in the
literature is the selection of seed
words. Since they are the basis for PMI
calculation, it might be a lot to gain by
finding better seed words. The authors
would like to explore the impact that
different approaches to seed word
selection have on the performance of
the developed sentiment lexi-cons.

Unsupervised
Learning of Se-mantic
Orientation from a
Hun-dred-BillionWord Corpus.

This survey has presented a general
strate-gy for learning semantic orientation
from semantic association, SO-A. Two
instanc-es of this strategy have been
empirically evaluated, SO-PMI-IR and
SO-LSA. The Accuracy of SO-PMI-IR
is comparable to the Accuracy of HM,
the algorithm of Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown (1997). SO-PMI-IR requires
a large corpus, but it is simple, easy to
implement, unsuper-vised, and it is not
restricted to adjectives.

No Mention

Graph-based user
classification for
informal online
political discourse

The authors describe several experiments
in identifying the political orientation
of posters in an informal environment.
The authors’ results indicate that the
most promising approach is to augment
text classification methods by exploiting
in-formation about how posters interact
with each other

There is still much left to investi-gate
in terms of optimizing the linguistic
analysis, beginning with spelling
correction and working up to shallow
parsing and co-reference identification.
Likewise, it will also be worthwhile to
fur-ther investigate exploiting sentiment values of phrases and claus-es,
taking cues from methods

A novel, graph-based
approach using
SimRank.

The authors presented a novel approach
to the translation of sentiment information
that outperforms SOPMI, an established
method. In particular, the authors could
show that SimRank outperforms SO-PMI
for values of the threshold x in an interval
that most likely leads to the correct
separa-tion of positive, neutral, and
negative ad-jectives.

The authors’ future work will include
a further examination of the merits of
its application for knowledge-sparse
languages.

The authors’ experimental results show
an F1-score of 92.16, which is very strong
and is on par with the best results for
English, which were Achieved in recent
SemEval competitions.

In future work, the authors are
interested in studying the impact of
the raw corpus size, e.g., the authors
could only collect half a million tweets
for creating lexi-cons and analyzing/
evaluating the system, while Kiritchenko
et al. (2014) built their lexicon on mil-lion
tweets and evaluated their system on
135 million English tweets. Moreover,
the authors are interested not only
in quantity but also in quality, i.e., in
studying the quality of the individual
words and phrases used as seeds.

Analysis in Twitter
for Mace-donian
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Surveys

Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

Using Web Search
Engines for English
and Arabic Unsupervised Sentiment
Intensity Pre-diction

- For the General English sub-task,
the authors’ system has modest but
interesting results.
- For the Mixed Polarity English sub-task,
the authors’ system results achieve the
second place.
- For the Arabic phrases sub-task, the
authors’ system has very interesting
results since they applied the
unsupervised method only

Although the results are encouraging,
further investigation is required, in
both languages, concerning the choice
of positive and negative words which
once associated to a phrase, they make
it more negative or more positive.

Co-Training for
Cross-Lingual
Sentiment
Classification

The authors propose a co-training approach to making use of unlabelled Chinese data. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the proposed approach,
which can outperform the standard
induc-tive classifiers and the transductive
classi-fiers.

In future work, the authors will
improve the sentiment classifica-tion
Accuracy in the following two ways:
1) The smoothed co-training approach
used in (Mihal-cea, 2004) will be
adopted for sentiment classification. 2)
The authors will employ the structural
correspondence learning (SCL)
domain adaption algorithm used in
(Blitzer et al., 2007) for linking the
translated text and the natural text.

Cross-Linguistic
Sentiment Analysis:
From English to
Spanish

Our Spanish SO calculator (SOCAL) is
clearly inferior to the authors’ English
SO-CAL, probably the result of a
number of factors, including a small,
preliminary dictionary, and a need for
additional adap-tation to a new language.
Translating our English dictionary also
seems to result in significant semantic
loss, at least for origi-nal Spanish texts.

No Mention

Micro–blog Emotion
Orienta-tion Analysis
Algorithm Based on
Tibetan and Chinese
Mixed Text

By emotion orientation analysing and
studying of Tibetan microblog which is
concerned in Sina, making Tibetan Chinese emotion dictionary, Chinese sentences, Tibetan part of speech sequence and
emotion symbol as emotion factors and
using expected cross entropy combined
No Mention
fuzzy set to do feature selection to realize
a kind of microblog emotion orientation
analysing algorithm based on Tibetan and
Chinese mixed text. The experimental
results showed that the method can obtain
better performance in Tibetan and Chinese
mixed Microblog orientation analysis.

[10]

An empirical study of
sentiment analysis for
Chinese documents

Four feature selection methods (MI, IG,
CHI and DF) and five learning methods
(centroid classifier, K-nearest neighbour,
winnow classifier, Naïve Bayes and SVM)
are investigated on a Chinese sentiment
corpus with a size of 1021 documents.
The experimental results indicate that IG
performs the best for sentimental terms
selection and SVM exhibits the best performance for sentiment classification.
Furthermore, the authors found that sentiment classifiers are severely dependent
on domains or topics.

No Mention

[11]

Adapting Information
Bottle-neck Method
for Automatic
Construction of
Domain-oriented
Sentiment Lexicon

The authors’ theory verifies the convergence property of the proposed method.
The empirical results also support the
authors’ theoretical analysis. In their experiment, it is shown that proposed method greatly outperforms the baseline methods in the task of building out-of-domain
sentiment lexicon.

In this study, only the mutual
information measure is employed
to measure the three kinds of
relationship. In order to show the
robustness of the framework, the
authors’ future effort is to investi-gate
how to integrate more measures into
this framework.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Surveys

Approach

Advantages

[12]

Sentiment
Classification for
Consumer Word-ofMouth in Chinese:
Comparison between
Supervised and
Unsupervised
Approaches

This study adopts three supervised learning approaches and a web-based semantic
orientation approach, PMI-IR, to Chinese
reviews. The results show that SVM outperforms naive bayes and N-gram model
on various sizes of training examples, but
does not obviously exceeds the semantic
orientation approach when the number of
training examples is smaller than 300.

No Mention

[13]

Modifying SO-PMI
for Japa-nese Weblog
Opinion Mining by
Using a Balancing
Factor and Detecting
Neutral Expressions

After these modifications, the authors
Achieved a well-balanced result: both
positive and negative Accuracy exceeded
70%. This shows that the authors’ proposed approach not only adapted the SOPMI for Japanese, but also modified it to
analyse Japanese opinions more effective-ly.

In the future, the authors will evaluate
different choices of words for the sets
of positive and negative reference
words. The authors also plan to
appraise their proposal on other
languages.

[14]

In this survey, the
authors em-pirically
evaluate the performance of different
corpora in sentiment
similarity measurement, which is the
fundamental task
for word polarity
classifi-cation.

Experiment results show that the Twitter
data can Achieve a much better performance than the Google, Web1T and Wikipedia based methods.

No Mention

Adjective-Based
Estimation of Short
Sentence’s Impression

The adjectives are ranked and top na
ad-jectives are considered as an output
of system. For example, the experiments
were carried out and got fairly good results. With the input “it is snowy”, the
results are white (0.70), light (0.49), cold
(0.43), solid (0.38), and scenic (0.37)

In the authors’ future work, they will
improve more in the tasks of keyword
extraction and semantic similarity
methods to make the proposed system
working well with complex inputs.

Jaccard Index based
Clustering Algorithm
for Mining Online
Review

In this work, the problem of predicting
sales performance using sentiment information mined from reviews is studied
and a novel JIBCA Algorithm is proposed
and mathematically modelled. The
outcome of this generates knowledge
from mined data that can be useful for
forecasting sales.

For future work, by using this
framework, it can extend it to
predicting sales performance in
the other domains like customer
electronics, mobile phones, computers based on the user reviews
posted on the websites, etc.

[17]

Twitter sentiment
classification for
measuring public
health concerns

Based on the number of tweets classified
as Personal Negative, the authors compute
a Measure of Concern (MOC) and a timeline of the MOC. We attempt to correlate
peaks of the MOC timeline to the peaks
of the News (Non-Personal) timeline.
The authors’ best Accuracy results are
Achieved using the two-step method with
a Naïve Bayes classifier for the Epidemic
domain (six datasets) and the Mental
Health domain (three datasets).

No Mention

[18]

Ensemble of
Classification
algorithms for
Subjectivity and
Sentiment Analysis
of Arabic Customers'
Reviews

The experimental results show that the
ensemble of the classifiers improves the
classification effectiveness in terms of
macro-F1 for both levels. The best results
obtained from the subjectivity analysis
and the sentiment classification in terms
of macro-F1 are 97.13% and 90.95%
respec-tively.

No Mention

[15]

[16]
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Surveys

Approach

Advantages

[19]

Automatic
Construction of
Financial Semantic
Orientation Lexicon
from Large-Scale Chinese News Corpus

Semantic orientation lexicon of positive
and negative words is indispensable
for sentiment analysis. However, many
lexi-cons are manually created by a small
number of human subjects, which are
susceptible to high cost and bias. In this
survey, the authors propose a novel idea
to construct a financial semantic orientation lexicon from large-scale Chinese
news corpus automatically ...

No Mention

[20]

Sentiment
Classification in
Under-Resourced
Languages Using
Graph-based Semisupervised Learning
Methods

In particular, the authors found that
choosing initially labelled vertices in
FMCcordance with their degree and PageRank score can improve the performance.
However, pruning unreliable edges will
make things more difficult to predict. The
authors believe that other people who are
interested in this field can benefit from
their empirical findings.

As future work, first, the authors
will attempt to use a sophisticated
approach to induce better senti-ment
features. The authors con-sider such
elaborated features improve the
classification perfor-mance, especially
in the book domain. The authors also
plan to exploit a much larger amount
of unlabelled data to fully take advantage of SSL algorithms

[21]

A text-mining
approach and
combine it with
semantic net-work
analysis tools

In summary, the authors hope the textmining and derived market-structure
anal-ysis presented in this paper provides
a first step in exploring the extremely
large, rich, and useful body of consumer
data readily available on Web 2.0.

No Mention

Sentiment
Classification in
Resource-Scarce
Languages by using
Label Propagation

The authors compared our method with
supervised learning and semi-supervised
learning methods on real Chinese reviews
classification in three domains. Experimental results demonstrated that label
propagation showed a competitive performance against SVM or Transductive SVM
with best hyper-parameter settings. Considering the difficulty of tuning hyperparameters in a resource scarce setting,
the stable performance of parameter-free
label propagation is promising.

The authors plan to further im-prove
the performance of LP in sentiment
classification, especially when the
authors only have a small number
of labelled seeds. The authors will
exploit the idea of restricting the label
propagating steps when the available
labelled data is quite small.

A Vietnamese
adjective emotion
dictionary based
on exploitation of
Vietnamese language
charac-teristics

The Vietnamese adjectives often bear
emotion which values (or semantic scores)
are not fixed and are changed when
they appear in different contexts of these
phrases. Therefore, if the Vietnamese
adjectives bring sentiment and their semantic values (or their sentiment scores)
are not changed in any context, then
not calculating all Vietnamese words
the results of the emotion classification
completely; not identifying all
are not high Accuracy. The authors
propose many rules based on Vietnamese Vietnamese adjective phrases fully, etc.
language characteristics to determine
the emotional values of the Vietnamese
adjective phrases bearing sentiment in
specific contexts. The authors’ Vietnamese
sentiment adjective dictionary is widely
used in applications and researches of the
Vietnamese semantic classification.

[22]

[28]
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Surveys

[29]

[30]

[31]

[32]

Our
work

Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

A ValencesTotalling Model for
English Sentiment
Classification

The authors present a full range of
English sentences; thus, the emotion
expressed in the English text is classified
with more precision. The authors’ new
model is not dependent on a special
domain and train-ing data set—it is
a domain-independent classifier. The
authors test our new model on the
Internet data in English. The calcu-lated
valence (and polarity) of English semantic
words in this model is based on many
documents on millions of English Web
sites and English social networks.

It has low Accuracy; it misses many
sentiment-bearing English words;
it misses many sentiment-bearing
English phrases because sometimes
the valence of a Eng-lish phrase is not
the total of the valences of the English
words in this phrase; it misses many
Eng-lish sentences which are not
pro-cessed fully; and it misses many
English documents which are not
processed fully.

Shifting Semantic
Values of English
Phrases for Classification

The results of the sentiment classification
are not high Accuracy if the English phrases
bring the emotions and their se-mantic
values (or their sentiment scores) are not
changed in any context. For those reasons,
the authors propose many rules based on
English language grammars to calculate the
sentimental values of the English phrases
bearing emotion in their specific contexts.
The results of this work are widely used in
applications and re-searches of the English
semantic classifi-cation.

This survey is only applied to the
English adverb phrases. The proposed model is needed to research
more and more for the different types
of the English words such as English
noun, English adverbs, etc.

A Valence-Totalling
Model for Vietnamese
Sentiment Classification

The authors have used the VTMfV to
classify 30,000 Vietnamese documents
which include the 15,000 positive Vietnamese documents and the 15,000 negative Vietnamese documents. The authors
have Achieved Accuracy in 63.9% of the
authors’ Vietnamese testing data set.
VTMfV is not dependent on the special
domain. VTMfV is also not dependent
on the training data set and there is no
training stage in this VTMfV. From the
authors’ results in this work, our VTMfV
can be applied in the different fields of the
Viet-namese natural language processing.
In addition, the authors’ TCMfV can be
ap-plied to many other languages such
as Spanish, Korean, etc. It can also be applied to the big data set sentiment classification in Vietnamese and can classify
millions of the Vietnamese documents

it has a low Accuracy.

Semantic Lexicons
of English Nouns for
Classification

The proposed rules based on English
language grammars to calculate the sentimental values of the English phrases bearing emotion in their specific contexts. The
results of the sentiment classification are
not high Accuracy if the English phrases
bring the emotions and their semantic
values (or their sentiment scores) are not
changed in any context. The valences of
the English words (or the English phrases)
are identified by using Tanimoto Coefficient (TC) through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator.
The emotional values of the English noun
phrases are based on the English grammars (English language characteristics)

This survey is only applied in the
English noun phrases. The pro-posed
model is needed to research more and
more about the different types of the
English words such as English English
adverbs, etc.

-FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR
operator.
-We use the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the fitness
function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) to classify one document of the testing data set into either the
positive polarity or the negative polarity in both the sequential environment and the distributed system.
The advantages and disadvantages of this survey are shown in the Conclusion section.
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TABLE 3 Comparisons of our model’s results with the works related to the FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC)
in [39-44]
Studies

PMI

JM

FAGER & MAC-GOWAN
coefficient (FMC)

Language

SD

DT

Sentiment
Classification

[39]

Yes

Yes

Yes

English

NM

NM

No mention

[40]

No

No

Yes

NM

NM

NM

No mention

[41]

No

No

Yes

NM

NM

NM

No mention

[42]

No

No

Yes

NM

NM

NM

No mention

[43]

No

No

Yes

NM

NM

NM

No mention

[44]

No

No

Yes

NM

NM

NM

No mention

Our work

No

No

Yes

English Language

Yes

Yes

Yes

TABLE 4 Comparisons of our model’s benefits and drawbacks with the studies related to the FAGER & MACGOWAN
coefficient (FMC) in [39-44]
Surveys

Approach

[39]

A Survey
of Binary
Simi-larity
and Distance
Measures

Applying appropriate measures results in more Accurate data analysis.
Notwithstanding, few comprehensive surveys on binary measures have
been conducted. Hence the authors collected 76 binary similarity and
distance measures used over the last century and reveal their correlations
through the hierarchical clustering technique

No mention

[40]

Recent
Advances
in Computational
Terminology

The survey cover themes such as automatic thesaurus construction,
automatic term acquisition, automatic term translation, automatic
indexing and abstracting, and computer-aided knowledge acquisition.
The high aca-demic standing of the contributors together with their
experience in terminology management results in a set of contributions
that tackle original and unique scientific issues in correlation with genuine
applications of termi-nology processing

No mention

[41]

Quantitative
Linguistik /
Quantitative
Linguistics

In addition to researchers, lecturers and students of all branches of
linguistics, including and philologies, the addressees of neighbouring
subjects, whose theoretical and empirical research touches linguisticscientific questions (such as psychology and sociology) or the proven
methods or results from quantitative linguistics their own questions.

No mention

[42]

Advances in
Intelligent
Systems:
Concepts,
Tools and
Applications

As the authors proceed from the performed organization to the execution
level, the precision about the jobs to increases and accordingly the
intelligence required for these jobs decreases. This is in compliance with
the principle of increasing precision with decreasing intelli-gence (IPOI)
known from the management field and theoretically established by Saridis
using information theory concepts. This study is concerned with intelligent
systems and techniques and gives emphasis on the computational and
processing issues. Control issues are not included here. The contributions of
the book are presented in four parts as follows.

No mention

[43]

An
Introduction
to Numerical
Classification

The concluding parts of this survey consider some of the measures of
diversity and the interpretations which have been made from them, as well
as the relationship of diversity to classification. The concept and application in biological classification of various multivariate analyses are also
discussed in these texts. Supplemental texts on the information measures,
partitioning, and interdependence of data diversity are also provided. This
work is of value to biologists and researchers who are interested in basic
biological numerical classifica-tion.

No mention

[44]

Assessment
of Similarity
Indices for
Undesirable
Properties
and a new
Tri-partite
Similarity
Index Based
on Cost
Functions

In examining several works using formulae to provide a single number
expressing the similarity of the contents of two lists, a number of difficulties
with the formulare were noted. For example, for some indices the same
value was generated for two or more quite different situations, e.g., one in
which a pair of lists were nearly identical, and another in which one list was
much larger than the other. This problem came up during review of material
for the present study, thus motivating the pre-sent survey. The purpose
of this work is to motivate, describe, and offer an implementation for, a
working similarity index that avoids the difficulties noted for the others.

No mention

Our
work
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function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) to classify one document of the testing data set into either the
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The advantages and disadvantages of this survey are shown in the Conclusion section.
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TABLE 5 The results of the English documents in the testing data set
Testing Dataset

Correct Classification

Incorrect Classification

Negative

3,750,000

3,280,375

469,625

Positive

3,750,000

3,260,375

489,625

Summary

7,500,000

6,540,750

959,250

TABLE 6 The Accuracy of our new model for the English documents in the testing data set
Proposed Model

Class

Accuracy

Negative

Our new model

87.21 %

Positive

TABLE 7 Average time of the classification of our new model for the English documents in testing data set
Average time of the classification
/7,500,000 English documents
The Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with the fitness function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) in the sequential
environment

38,922,407 seconds

The Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with the fitness function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) in the Cloudera
distributed system with 3 nodes

12,640,802 seconds

The Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with the fitness function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) in the Cloudera
distributed system with 6 nodes

6,620,401 seconds

The Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with the fitness function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) in the Cloudera
distributed system with 9 nodes

4,346,934 seconds

TABLE 8 Comparisons of our model’s results with the works related the genetic algorithm (GA) in [45-49]
Clustering technique: CT
Parallel network system: PNS (distributed system)
Special Domain: SD
Depending on the training data set: DT
Vector Space Model: VSM
No Mention: NM
English Language: EL
Studies

FMC

CT

Sentiment Classification

PNS

SD

DT

Language

[45]

No

[46]

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

EL

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

EL

[47]
[48]

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

[49]

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

Our work

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EL
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TABLE 9 Comparisons of our model’s advantages and disadvantages with the works related to the genetic algorithm
(GA) in [45-49]
Researches

Advantages

Disadvantages

No mention

[45]

Genetic algorithms

This study is meant to be a practical guide for practitioners,
not, say. a textbook for a Machine Learning course. As a
high-level introduction, the tutorial serves this purpose
well, and is strongly supplemented by the case studies. The
survey is clearly written and enjoyable to read, and, short
of hiring Davis himself as a consultant, reading his work is
probably the quickest and easiest way to get off the ground
for a first real GA application.

[46]

Bundle block detection
using differential
evolution and levenberg
marquardt neural
network

The classification accuracy by the DE with LMNN was
99.1% for the detection of BBB. The proposed results have
shown that the DE method can extract more relevant
features than the other methods in the literature with
highest classification accuracy for the detection of BBB.

No mention

A hybrid approach based
on stochastic competitive
Hopfield neural network
and efficient genetic
algorithm for frequency
assignment problem

In this survey, the authors first propose five optimal
strategies to build an efficient genetic algorithm. Then the
authors explore three hybridizations between SCHNN
and EGA to discover the best hybrid algorithm. The
authors believe that the comparison can also be helpful
for hybridizations between neural networks and other
evolutionary algorithms such as the particle swarm
optimization algorithm, the artificial bee colony algorithm,
etc. In the experiments, the authors’ hybrid algorithm
obtains better or comparable performance than other
algorithms on 5 benchmark problems and 12 large problems
randomly generated. Finally, the authors show that the
authors’ hybrid algorithm can obtain good results with a
small size population.

No mention

Balancing of Planar
Mechanisms Having
Imperfect Joints Using
Neural Network-Genetic
Algorithm (NN-GA)
Approach

In this study, dynamic response of mechanism having
revolute joints with clearance is investigated. A four-bar
mechanism having two revolute joints with clearance is
considered as a model mechanism. A neural network was
used to model several characteristics of joint clearance.
Kinematic and dynamic analyses were achieved using
continuous contact mode between journal and bearing.
A genetic algorithm was also used to determine the
appropriate values of design variables for reducing the
additional vibration effects due primarily to the joint
clearance. The results show that the optimum adjusting of
suitable design variables gives a certain decrease in shaking
forces and their moments on the mechanism frame.

No mention

Genetic algorithm
trajectory plan
optimization for EAMA:
EAST Articulated
Maintenance Arm.
Fusion Engineering and
Design

This survey presents a trajectory optimization method
which aims to pursue the 7-DOF articulated arm a stable
movement, which keeps the mounted inspection camera
anti-vibration. Based on dynamics analysis, trajectory
optimization algorithm adopts multi-order polynomial
interpolation in joint space and high order geometry
Jacobian transform. The object of optimization algorithm is
to suppress end-effector movement vibration by minimizing
jerk RMS (root mean square) value. The proposed solution
has such characteristics which can satisfy kinematic
constraints of EAMA's motion and ensure the arm running
under the absolute values of velocity, acceleration and jerk
boundaries. GA (genetic algorithm) is employed to find
global and robust solution for this problem.

No mention

[47]

[48]

[49]

Our work
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TABLE 10 Comparisons of our model’s results with the Rank Selection (RS) in [50-54]
Studies

FMC

CT

Sentiment Classification

PNS

SD

DT

Language

[50]

No

[51]

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

EL

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

[52]

EL

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

[53]

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

[54]

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

EL

Our work

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EL

TABLE 11 Comparisons of our model’s advantages and disadvantages with the Rank Selection (RS) in [50-54]
Researches

Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

[50]

Rank
conditioned
rank selection
filters for
signal
restoration

The information used by RCRS filters is the ranks of selected input
samples, hence the name rank conditioned rank selection fil-ters. The
number of input sample ranks used is referred to as the order of the
RCRS filter. The order can range from zero to the number of samples
in the observation win-dow, giving the filters valuable flexibility. Loworder filters can give good perfor-mance and are relatively simple to
optimize and implement. If improved performance is demanded, the
order can be increased but at the expense of filter simplicity. In this
paper, many statistical and deterministic properties of the RCRS filters
are presented. A procedure for optimizing over the class of RCRS filters
is also presented. Finally, extensive computer simulation results that
illustrate the performance of RCRS filters in comparison with other
techniques in image restoration applications are presented.

No mention

[51]

Joint variable
and rank
selection for
parsimonious
estimation
of highdimensional
matrices

The authors motivate a new class of sparse multivariate regression
models, in which the coefficient matrix has low rank and zero rows or
can be well approximated by such a matrix. Next, the authors introduce
esti-mators that are based on penalized least squares, with novel
penalties that impose simultaneous row and rank restrictions on the
coefficient matrix. The authors prove that these estimators indeed adapt
to the unknown matrix sparsity and have fast rates of convergence. The
authors support our theoretical results with an extensive simulation
study and two data analyses.

No mention

[52]

Optimal
stack filters
under rank
selection and
structural
constraints

The major contribution of the work is the development of an extension
of the opti-mality theory for stack filters presented by Yang et al.
and Yin. This theory is based on the expression for the moments
about the origin of the output, and combines the noise attenuation,
rank selection con-straints, and structural constraints on the filter's
behaviour. For self-dual stack filters it is proved that the optimal stack
filter which achieves the best noise attenuation subject to rank selection
and structural constraints can usually be obtained in closed form. An
algorithm for finding this form is given and several design examples in
which this algorithm is used are present-ed in this study.

No mention

[53]

Semiparametric
co-integrating
rank selection

The limit distribution of the AIC criterion, which is inconsistent, is
also obtained. The analysis provides a general limit theory for semiparametric reduced rank regression under weakly dependent errors.
The meth-od does not require the specification of a full model, is
convenient for practical im-plementation in empirical work, and
is sympathetic with semiparametric estimation approaches to cointegration analysis. Some simulation results on the finite sample performance of the criteria are reported.

No mention

[54]

Adaptive
reduced-rank
interference
suppression
with adaptive
rank selection

It is shown that this technique is equivalent to adaptive reduced-rank
filtering based on the multi-stage Wiener filter of Goldstein and Reed
(see IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol.44, no.7, 1998). This method
has the important property that the rank needed to achieve a target
performance does not scale with the system size (number of users and
processing gain). Methods for rank selec-tion are presented along with
numerical examples illustrating performance

No mention

Our work

-FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) through the Google search engine with AND operator and
OR operator.
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function (FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) to classify one document of the testing data set into either the
positive polarity or the negative polarity in both the sequential environment and the distributed system.
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TABLE 12 Comparisons of our model with the latest sentiment classification models (or the latest sentiment
classification methods) in [55-65]
Studies

FMC

CT

Sentiment Classification

PNS

SD

DT

[55]

No

No

Yes

NM

Yes

Yes

Language
Yes

[56]

No

No

Yes

NM

Yes

Yes

NM

[57]

No

No

Yes

NM

Yes

Yes

EL

[58]

No

No

Yes

NM

Yes

Yes

NM

[59]

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

EL

[60]

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

EL

Our work

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TABLE 13 Comparisons of our model’s positives and negatives the latest sentiment classification models (or the latest
sentiment classification methods) in [55-65]-54]
Studies

Positives

Negatives

[55]

The Machine
Learning
Approaches
Applied to
Senti-ment
Analysis-Based
Applications

The main emphasis of this survey is to discuss the research
involved in applying machine learning methods, mostly for
sentiment classification at document level. Machine learningbased approaches work in the following phases, which are
discussed in detail in this work for sentiment classification: (1)
feature extraction, (2) feature weighting schemes, (3) feature
selection, and (4) machine-learning methods. This study also
discuss-es the standard free benchmark datasets and evaluation
methods for sentiment analysis. The authors conclude the
research with a comparative study of some state-of-the-art
methods for sentiment analysis and some possi-ble future
research directions in opinion mining and sentiment analysis.

No mention

[56]

Semantic
OrientationBased Approach
for Sentiment
Analysis

This approach initially mines sentiment-bearing terms from
the unstructured text and further computes the polarity of
the terms. Most of the sentiment-bearing terms are multiword features unlike bag-of-words, e.g., “good movie,” “nice
cinematography,” “nice Actors,” etc. Performance of semantic
orientation-based approach has been limited in the literature
due to inade-quate coverage of multi-word features.

No mention

Exploiting New
SentimentBased MetaLevel Features
for Effective
Sentiment
Analysis

Experiments performed with a substantial number of datasets
(nineteen) demonstrate that the effectiveness of the proposed
sentiment-based meta-level features is not only superior
to the traditional bag-of-words representa-tion (by up to
16%) but also is also superior in most cases to state-of-art
meta-level features previously pro-posed in the literature
for text classification tasks that do not take into Account any
idiosyncrasies of senti-ment analysis. The authors’ proposal is
also largely superior to the best lexicon-based methods as well
as to supervised combinations of them. In fact, the proposed
approach is the only one to produce the best results in all tested
datasets in all scenarios.

A line of future research would be to
explore the authors’
meta features with
other classification
algorithms and feature selection techniques in different
sentiment analysis
tasks such as scoring
movies or products
according to their
related reviews.

Rule-Based
Machine
Learning
Algorithms

The proposed approach is tested by experimenting with online
books and political reviews and demonstrates the efficiency
through Kappa measures, which have a higher Accuracy
of 97.4% and a lower error rate. The weighted average of
different Accuracy measures like Precision, Recall, and TP-Rate
depicts higher efficiency rate and lower FP-Rate. Comparative
experiments on various rule-based machine learning
algorithms have been performed through a ten-fold cross
validation training model for sentiment classification.

No mention

The Combination
of TermCounting
Method and
En-hanced
Contextual
Valence Shifters
Method

The authors have explored different methods of im-proving the
Accuracy of sentiment classification. The sentiment orientation
of a document can be positive (+), negative (-), or neutral (0).
The authors combine five dictionaries into a new one with
21,137 entries. The new dictionary has many verbs, adverbs,
phrases and idioms that were not in five dictionaries before.
The study shows that the authors’ proposed method based
on the combination of Term-Counting method and Enhanced
Contextual Valence Shifters method has improved the accuracy
of sentiment classification. The combined method has accuracy
68.984% on the testing dataset, and 69.224% on the training
dataset. All of these methods are implemented to classify the
reviews based on our new dictionary and the Internet Movie
Database data set.

No mention

[57]

[58]

[59]
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Studies

Approach

[60]

Naive Bayes
Model with
N-GRAM
Method, Negation
Handling
Method, ChiSquare Method
and Good-Turing
Discounting, etc.

Our
work

Positives
The authors have explored the Naive Bayes model with
N-GRAM method, Negation Handling method, Chi-Square
method and Good-Turing Discounting by select-ing different
thresholds of Good-Turing Discounting method and different
minimum frequencies of Chi-Square method to improve the
Accuracy of sentiment classification.

Negatives

No Mention

-FAGER & MACGOWAN coefficient (FMC) through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR
operator.
-We use the Fager & MacGowan Coefficient (FMC) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the fitness function
(FF) which is the Rank Selection (RS) to classify one document of the testing data set into either the positive
polarity or the negative polarity in both the sequential environment and the distributed system.
The positives and negatives of the proposed model are given in the Conclusion section.

Appendix of Codes
ALGORITHM 1: Creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment
ALGORITHM 2: implementing the hadoop map phase of creating a basis English sentiment
dictionary (besd) in a distributed environment
ALGORITHM 3: performing the hadoop reduce phase of creating a basis English sentiment
dictionary (besd) in a distributed environment
ALGORITHM 4: encrypting one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and the valence) to a
binary array in the sequential environ-ment
ALGORITHM 5: encoding one sentence in English to a binary array in the sequential system
ALGORITHM 6: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexi-cons of the besd in the sequential system
ALGORITHM 7: encoding all the negative sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexi-cons of the besd in the sequential system
ALGORITHM 8: transferring one document of the testing data set into the bit arrays of the
document in the sequential system
ALGORITHM 9: Genetic Algorithm in the sequential environment.
ALGORITHM 10: clustering one document of the testing data set into either the positive bit array
group or the negative bit array group of the training data set using the ga with the RS in the
sequential environment
ALGORITHM 11: clustering the documents of the testing data set into either the positive or the
negative in the sequential environment
ALGORITHM 12: implementing the hadoop map phase of encrypting one sentiment lexicon
(comprising the content and the valence) to a binary array in the distributed network environment
ALGORITHM 13: performing the hadoop reduce phase of encrypting one sentiment lexicon
(comprising the content and the valence) to a binary array in the distributed network environment
ALGORITHM 14: performing the hadoop map phase of encoding one sentence in English to a
binary array in the parallel system
ALGORITHM 15: implementing the hadoop reduce of encoding one sentence in English to a
binary array in the parallel system
ALGORITHM 16: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD to perform the hadoop map phase
of this stage in the distributed environment, called the positive bit array group
ALGORITHM 17: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD to perform the hadoop reduce phase
in the parallel system, called the positive bit array group
ALGORITHM 18: encrypting all the negative sentences of the training data set to negative the bit
arrays based on the bit arrays of the sen-timent lexicons of the bESD to perform the hadoop map
phase in the distributed environment, called the negative bit array group
ALGORITHM 19: encrypting all the negative sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD to perform the hadoop reduce phase
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in the parallel system, called the negative bit array group
ALGORITHM 20: performing the hadoop map phase of transferring one document of the testing
data set into the bit arrays of the docu-ment in the parallel system
ALGORITHM 21: performing the hadoop reduce phase of transferring one document of the
testing data set into the bit arrays of the doc-ument in the parallel system
ALGORITHM 22: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering one bit array (corresponding
to one sentence) of the document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set by using the ga with the RS in the distributed sys-tem
ALGORITHM 23: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering one bit array (corresponding
to one sentence) of the document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set by using the ga with the RS in the parallel system
ALGORITHM 24: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering one document of the testing
data set into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data
set using the ga with the RS in the distributed environment
ALGORITHM 25: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering one document of the testing
data set into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data
set using the ga with the RS in the parallel environment
ALGORITHM 26: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering the documents of the testing
data set into either the positive or the nega-tive in the distributed environment
ALGORITHM 27: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering the documents of the testing
data set into either the positive or the negative in the parallel environment
ALGORITHM 1: Creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment
Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google search engine
Output: a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
Begin
Step 1: Set bESD := null;
Step 2: For i = 1; i < 55,000; i++, do repeat:
Step 3: By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase)
in English in the section (4.1.1), the sentiment score and the polarity of this term i are identified.
The valence and the polarity are calculated by using the FMC through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator.
Step 4: Add this term into bESD;
Step 5: End Repeat – End Step 2;
Step 6: Return bESD;
End;
ALGORITHM 2: implementing the hadoop map phase of creating a basis English sentiment
dictionary (besd) in a distributed environment
Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google search engine
Output: one term which the sentiment score and the polarity are identified.
Begin
Step 1: Each term in the 55,000 terms, do repeat:
Step 2: By using eq. (8), eq. (9), and eq. (10) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase)
in English in the section (4.1.1), the sentiment score and the polarity of this term are identified.
The valence and the polarity are calculated by using the KC through the Google search engine
with AND operator and OR operator.
Step 3: Return this term;
End;
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ALGORITHM 3: performing the hadoop reduce phase of creating a basis english sentiment
dictionary (besd) in a distributed environment
Input: one term which the sentiment score and the polarity are identified – The output of the
Hadoop Map phase.
Output: a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
Begin
Step 1: Receive this term;
Step 2: Add this term into the basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD);
Step 3: Return bESD;
End;
ALGORITHM 4: encrypting one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and the valence) to
a binary array in the sequential environment
Input: one sentiment lexicon of the bESD
Output: a bit array
Begin
Step 1: Split this term into the letters.
Step 2: Set ABitArray := null;
Step 3: Set Valence := Get a valence of this term based on the bESD;
Step 4: Each letter in the letters, do repeat:
Step 5: Based on the binary code of letters in English in [66-71], we get a bit array of this letter;
Step 6: Add the bit array of this letter into ABitArray;
Step 7: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 8: Based on on the transferring a decimal to a binary code in [72-77], we transfer the valence
to a bit array;
Step 9: Add this bit array into ABitArray;
Step 10: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 5: encoding one sentence in english to a binary array in the sequential system
Input: one sentence;
Output: a bit array;
Begin
Step 1: Set ABitArrayOfSentence := null;
Step 2: Split this sentence into the meaningful terms (meaningful word or meaningful phrase);
Step 3: Each term in the terms, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := The algorithm 4 to encrypt one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content
and the valence) to a binary array in the sequential environment with the input is this term;
Step 5: Add ABitArray into ABitArrayOfSentence;
Step 6: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 7: Return ABitArrayOfSentence;
End;
ALGORITHM 6: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd in the sequential system
Input: all the positive sentences of the training data set
Output: a positive bit array group;
Begin
Step 1: Set APositiveBitArrayGroup := null;
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Step 2: Each sentence in the positive sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to encode one sentence in English to a binary array in the
sequential system with the input is this sentence;
Step 4: Add ABitArray into APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Step 5: End Repeat – End Step 2;
Step 6: Return APositiveBitArrayGroup;
End;
ALGORITHM 7: encoding all the negative sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd in the sequential system
Input: all the negative sentences of the training data set
Output: a negative bit array group;
Begin
Step 1: Set ANegativeBitArrayGroup := null;
Step 2: Each sentence in the positive sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to encode one sentence in English to a binary array in the
sequential system with the input is this sentence;
Step 4: Add ABitArray into ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Step 5: End Repeat – End Step 2;
Step 6: Return ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
End;
ALGORITHM 8: transferring one document of the testing data set into the bit arrays of the
document in the sequential system
Input: one document of the testing data set
Output: the bit arrays of the document;
Begin
Step 1: Set TheBitArraysOfTheDocument := null;
Step 2: Split this document into the sentences;
Step 3: Each sentence in the sentences, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the algorithm 5 to encode one sentence in English to a binary array in the
sequential system with the input is this sentence;
Step 5: Add ABitArray into TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Step 6: End Repeat- End Step 3;
Step 7: Return TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
End;
ALGORITHM 9: genetic algorithm in the sequential environment.
Input:
P: the input data set includes the binary bit sequences of the Algorithm 3 (the binary data set
table) //initial //population
Output:
P’ //improved population and it is the information to build decision tree
Begin
1. Repeat:
2.
N = |P|;
3.
P’ = {};
4.
Repeat:
5.		
i1, i2 = select (P, Fitness);
6.		
o1, o2 = cross (i1, i2, Fitness);
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7.		
o1 = mutate (o1, Fitness);
8.		
o2 = mutate (o2, Fitness);
9.		
P’ = P’ ∪ {o1, o2};
10.
until |P’| = N;
11.
P = P’;
12. Until termination criteria satisfied; // the best individual (cá thể) in P, according to Fitness (the
individual has the //highest Fitness)
End;
ALGORITHM 10: clustering one document of the testing data set into either the positive bit
array group or the negative bit array group of the training data set using the ga with the rs in the
sequential environment
Input: one document of the testing data set; the positive bit array group and the negative bit array
group of the training data set;
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative, or neutral)
Begin
Step 1: ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument := the algorithm 8 to transfer one document of the
testing data set into the bit arrays of the document in the sequential system with the input is this
document;
Step 2: Set count_positive := 0 and count_negative := 0;
Step 3: Each bit array in ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument, do repeat:
Step 4: OneResult := the algorithm 9 to cluster one bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training
data set by using the GA with the RS in the sequential system with the input is this bit array, the
positive bit array group and the negative bit array group of the training data set;
Step 5: If OneResult is the positive Then count_positive := count_positive + 1;
Step 6: Else If OneResult is the negative Then count_negative := count_negative + 1;
Step 7: End Repeat – End Step 3;
Step 8: If count_positive is greater than count_negative then return positive;
Step 9: Else If count_positive is less than count_negative Then Return negative;
Step 10: Return neutral;
End;
ALGORITHM 11: clustering the documents of the testing data set into either the positive or the
negative in the sequential environment
Input: the testing data set and the training data set;
Output: the results of the sentiment classification of the testing data set;
Begin
Step 1: The valences and the polarities of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD are calculated based
on a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment (4.1.2);
Step 2: A positive bit array group := encrypt all the positive sentences of the training data set to
the bit arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the algorithm 6 with
the input is the positive sentences of the training data set;
Step 3: A negative bit array group := encode all the negative sentences of the training data set to
the bit arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the algorithm 7 with
the input is the positive sentences of the training data set;
Step 4: Set TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet := null;
Step 5: Each document in the documents of the testing data set, do repeat:
Step 6: OneResult := the algorithm 10 to cluster one document of the testing data set into either
the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data set using the GA
with the RS in the sequential environment with the input is this document, the positive bit array
group and the negative bit array group;
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Step 7: Add OneResult into TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
Step 8: End Repeat – End Step 5;
Step 9: Return TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
End;
ALGORITHM 12: implementing the hadoop map phase of encrypting one sentiment lexicon
(comprising the content and the valence) to a binary array in the distributed network environment
Input: one sentiment lexicon of the bESD
Output: a bit array of one letter;
Begin
Step 1: Input this term and the bESD into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this term into the letters.
Step 3: Set Valence := Get a valence of this term based on the bESD;
Step 4: Each letter in the letters, do repeat:
Step 5: Based on the binary code of letters in English in [66-71], we get a bit array of this letter;
Step 6: Return the bit array of this letter; //the output of the Hadoop Map
End;
ALGORITHM 13: performing the hadoop reduce phase of encrypting one sentiment lexicon
(comprising the content and the valence) to a binary array in the distributed network environment
Input: the bit array of this letter; //the output of the Hadoop Map
Output: a bit array of the term - ABitArray;
Begin
Step 1: Receive the bit array of this letter;
Step 2: Add the bit array of this letter into ABitArray;
Step 3: If this term is full Then
Step 4: Based on on the transferring a decimal to a binary code in [72-77], we transfer the valence
to a bit array;
Step 5: Add this bit array into ABitArray;
Step 6: End If – End Step 3;
Step 7: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 14: performing the hadoop map phase of encoding one sentence in english to a
binary array in the parallel system
Input: one sentence;
Output: a bit array of one term - ABitArray;
Begin
Step 1: Input this sentence into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this sentence into the meaningful terms (meaningful word or meaningful phrase);
Step 3: Each term in the terms, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the encrypting one sentiment lexicon (comprising the content and the valence)
to a binary array in the distributed network environment in Figure 12 with the input is this term;
Step 5: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 15: implementing the hadoop reduce of encoding one sentence in english to a
binary array in the parallel system
Input: a bit array of one term – AbitArray – the output of the Hadoop Map;
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Output: a bit array of the sentence - ABitArrayOfSentence;
Begin
Step 1: Receive AbitArray;
Step 2: Add ABitArray into ABitArrayOfSentence;
Step 3: Return ABitArrayOfSentence;
End;
ALGORITHM 16: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd to perform the hadoop map phase of
this stage in the distributed environment, called the positive bit array group
Input: all the positive sentences of the training data set
Output: ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Begin
Step 1: Input all the positive sentences of the training data set into the Hadoop Map in the
Cloudera system;
Step 2: Each sentence in the positive sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in english to a binary array in the parallel system
in Figure 13 with the input is this sentence;
Step 4: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 17: encrypting all the positive sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd to perform the hadoop reduce phase
in the parallel system, called the positive bit array group
Input: ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Output: a positive bit array group - APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Begin
Step 1: Receive ABitArray;
Step 2: Add ABitArray into APositiveBitArrayGroup;
Step 3: Return APositiveBitArrayGroup;
End;
ALGORITHM 18: encrypting all the negative sentences of the training data set to negative the
bit arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd to perform the hadoop map
phase in the distributed environment, called the negative bit array group
Input: all the negative sentences of the training data set
Output: ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Begin
Step 1: Input all the negative sentences of the training data set into the Hadoop Map in the
Cloudera system;
Step 2: Each sentence in the negative sentences, do repeat:
Step 3: ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in English to a binary array in the parallel system
in Figure 13 with the input is this sentence;
Step 4: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 19: encrypting all the negative sentences of the training data set to the bit arrays
based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the besd to perform the hadoop reduce phase
in the parallel system, called the negative bit array group
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Input: ABitArray – a bit array of one sentence;
Output: a negative bit array group - ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Begin
Step 1: Receive ABitArray;
Step 2: Add ABitArray into ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
Step 3: Return ANegativeBitArrayGroup;
End;
ALGORITHM 20: performing the hadoop map phase of transferring one document of the
testing data set into the bit arrays of the document in the parallel system
Input: one document of the testing data set
Output: ABitArray - one bit array of one sentence of the document – the output of the Hadoop
Map;
Begin
Step 1: Input one document of the testing data set into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: Split this document into the sentences;
Step 3: Each sentence in the sentences, do repeat:
Step 4: ABitArray := the encoding one sentence in English to a binary array in the parallel system
in Figure 13 with the input is this sentence;
Step 5: Return ABitArray;
End;
ALGORITHM 21: performing the hadoop reduce phase of transferring one document of the
testing data set into the bit arrays of the document in the parallel system
Input: ABitArray - one bit array of one sentence of the document – the output of the Hadoop Map;
Output: the bit arrays of the document - TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Begin
Step 1:Receive ABitArray;
Step 2: Add ABitArray into TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
Step 3: Return TheBitArraysOfTheDocument;
End;
ALGORITHM 22: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering one bit array (corresponding
to one sentence) of the document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set by using the ga with the rs in the distributed system
Input: one bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the document; the positive bit array group
and the negative bit array group the training data set;
Output: the bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set.
Begin
Step 1: Input the bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the document; the positive bit array
group and the negative bit array group the training data set into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera
system;
Step 2: randomly initialize population(t)
Step 3: determine fitness of population(t)
Step 4: repeat
Step 5: select parents from population(t)
Step 6: perform crossover on parents creating population(t+1)
Step 7: perform mutation of population(t+1)
Step 8: determine fitness of population(t+1)
Step 9: until best individual is good enough
Step 10: Return this bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set.
End;
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ALGORITHM 23: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering one bit array (corresponding
to one sentence) of the document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set by using the ga with the rs in the parallel system
Input: the bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array
group of the training data set.
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative, or neutral)
Begin
Step 1: Receive the bit array clustered into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit
array group of the training data set;
Step 2: If this bit array clustered into the positive bit array group Then Return positive;
Step 3: If this bit array clustered into the negative bit array group Then Return negative;
Step 4: Return neutral;
End;
ALGORITHM 24: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering one document of the testing
data set into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data
set using the ga with the rs in the distributed environment
Input: one document of the testing data set; the positive bit array group and the negative bit array
group of the training data set
Output: OneResult – the sentiment classification of one bit array of the document – the output of
the Hadoop Map;
Begin
Step 1: Input the document of the testing data set; the positive bit array group and the negative bit
array group of the training data set into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 2: ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument := the transferring one document of the testing data
set into the bit arrays of the document in the parallel system in Figure 16 with the input is this
document;
Step 3: Each bit array in ABitArrayGroupOfOneDocument, do repeat:
Step 4: OneResult := the algorithm 9 to cluster one bit array (corresponding to one sentence) of the
document into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training
data set by using the GA with the RS in the sequential system with the input is this bit array, the
positive bit array group and the negative bit array group of the training data set;
Step 5:Return OneResult; //the output of the Hadoop Map
End;
ALGORITHM 25: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering one document of the testing
data set into either the positive bit array group or the negative bit array group of the training data
set using the ga with the rs in the parallel environment
Input: OneResult – the sentiment classification of one bit array of the document – the output of
the Hadoop Map;
Output: the sentiments (positive, negative, or neutral) of the document
Begin
Step 1: Receive OneResult – the sentiment classification of one bit array of the document;
Step 2: If OneResult is the positive Then count_positive := count_positive + 1;
Step 3: Else If OneResult is the negative Then count_negative := count_negative + 1;
Step 4: If count_positive is greater than count_negative then return positive;
Step 5: Else If count_positive is less than count_negative Then Return negative;
Step 6: Return neutral;
End;
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ALGORITHM 26: performing the hadoop map phase of clustering the documents of the testing
data set into either the positive or the negative in the distributed environment
Input: the testing data set and the training data set;
Output: OneResult - the result of the sentiment classification of one document the testing data
set – the output of the Hadoop Map;
Begin
Step 1: The valences and the polarities of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD are calculated based
on a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a distributed system (4.1.3);
Step 2: A positive bit array group := the encrypting all the positive sentences of the training
data set to the bit arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the
distributed environment, called the positive bit array group in Figure 14 with the input is the
positive sentences of the training data set;
Step 3: A negative bit array group := the encrypting all the negative sentences of the training
data set to the bit arrays based on the bit arrays of the sentiment lexicons of the bESD in the
distributed environment, called the negative bit array group in Figure 15 with the input is the
positive sentences of the training data set;
Step 4: Input the documents of the testing data set, the positive bit array group and the negative
bit array group into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;
Step 5: Each document in the documents of the testing data set, do repeat:
Step 6: OneResult := the clustering one document of the testing data set into either the positive bit
array group or the negative bit array group of the training data set using the GA with the RS in
the distributed environment in Figure 19 with the input is this document, the positive bit array
group and the negative bit array group;
Step 7: Return OneResult;
End;
ALGORITHM 27: performing the hadoop reduce phase of clustering the documents of the
testing data set into either the positive or the negative in the parallel environment
Input: OneResult - the result of the sentiment classification of one document the testing data set;
Output: the results of the sentiment classification of the testing data set;
Begin
Step 1: Receive OneResult - the result of the sentiment classification of one document the testing
data set;
Step 2: Add OneResult into TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
Step 3: Return TheResultsOfTheTestingDataSet;
End;
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